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Ministerial Groups Challenge White' Editor's
Views On Bars To Desegregation In South
THE
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CHARGES MILAM KILLED 4
Today's Teenagers, Tomorrow's Leaders:
Already Busy Doing Things, BTW
Leaders Look Ahead To Future *
By MOSES J. NEWSON
Their eyes peering unblinkingly into the brightness
of tomorrow's promises, Memphis teenagers are seeking
out the how and why, they're getting things done — and
best of all, they seem to be bent on going some place
.. That impression was gained at Booker T. Washington
LAFAYETTE SEYMOUR is
president of the student coun-
en and science club at Booker
T. Washington High school,
High school where the Tri-State
Defender talked with a number of
student leaders on the first leg of
a swing around the high school
circuit
AFAYETTE SEYMOUR
Take a fellow like studious ap-
pearing Lafayette Seymour, 17-
year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Rob-
ert Seymour, of 974-H McDowell.
A senior, he's president of both
the important student council at
Booker T. and the active science
cle * Faculty advisor for the coun-4
c# Mrs. Beaulah Williams,
ip sh teacher, a n d William
Lowe, chemistry teacher, a n d
Leon Griffin, biology, are advisors
for the chemistry club.
"The student council," as Sey-
mour sees it, "is next to the fac-
ulty in upkeep of the campus. It
gives us a voice, a chance to prac-
tice democracy for use later in
life."
STUDENT-WIDE ELECTION
Most of t h a school connected
programs sponsored by student
groups come under the council
and are scheduled early in the
year by the organization. A coun-
cil president is elected in student-
wide balloting and serves 0 A e
year.
Ii the 11CiODCO club, the presi-
dent gets a two-year term. To
qualify for this organization $ stu-
dent must have taken at least
three years of science courses.
Age of the major projects of the
64. each year is an annual pro-
gram in March in which members
give a dramatic review of t h e
work covered by science classes
between the ninth and twelfth
grades.
Being elected president of the
science club was a big thing for
Seymour because he plans to go
into chemistry as a life work. He
1
intends to enroll this September at
Tennessee State university,
TRYING FOR AWARDS
Right now Seymour is busy con-
ducting two scientific experiments, YMCA Policy On
rine of which be hopes will win
; him a scholarship from the Gen-
eral Electric company. One is a
study of organic purification of an-
imo acids and the other the frac-
tional distillation of crude petro-
leom.
management of the Abe Scharff
Presently he leans to the latter YMCA last week that it is 
the
es the one to do a 1,000-word es
- policy of the YMCA not to permit
r on to enter In competition for "political groups to hold 
meetings
I scholarship.
Seymour plays guard on the bas-
ketball team and played tennis
' about two years when the court
was open at LeMoyne college. He
likes public speaking and last year
' kees Iiins4 plain is the WDI• "i
wants to be a chemist. He's
now trying to win a competi-
tive scholarship. — (Nelms
Photo).
MISS JACQUELYNE WASH.
ington, a junior and president
of library club, thinks she will
major in mathematics but
hasn't decided on a college.
Doesn't believe In going
steady.—(Newson Photo).
Speak For Democracy Contest."
He is a member of the Central
Baptist church *here he sings in
the choir and belongs to the Hi-Y,
Motor club and Honor Society
Seymour likes his music on the
popular kick and believes in going
steady with Miss Mildred Hamp-
ton, a junior.
Then there's Willie Shotwell, also
See ALREADY, page 2
Political Group
Earle L. Whittington, general
secretary of Metropolitan YMCA.
told members of the board of
the branches.
Mr. Whittington made the state-
ment at a special meeting of the
Abe Scharff branch called to hear
the general secretary's side of the
issue of banning the NAACP from
muting is the building.
Charges
Milam
Killed 4
By RICHARD B. HENRY
DETROIT — In a statement
made first to the Michigan Chron-
icle and then to the Detroit N.
A. A. C. P., a young Leland col-
lege-trained Baptist minister has
accused J. W. Milam, acquitted
Emmett Till lyncher, of slaying
his mother, stepfather and two
younger brothers.
Making the accusation is Rev.
Benjamin E. Love, 33, formerly
of Nevfark, N. J., who said the
quadruple murder occurred dur-
ing early 1955 in the woods just
outside of Milam's Mississippi
plantation.
Reverend Love said he made a
full report of the incident to both
the Newark and Detroit offices of
the FBI in October when he learn-
ed of the incident.
FBI DOES NOTHING
But Justice Department In
Washington which received the
See MILAM, page 2
Accused Slayer
Denied Bond In
Miss. Hearing
SUMNER, Miss.—Elmer Kim-
ball, the white man accused of
murdering Clinton Melton, a serv-
ice attendant here, was refused
bond at a hearing last week, and
sat in jail to await action of a
grand jury three months from
now.
Circuit Judge Curtis Swango,
who presided during the famous
Emmett Till murder trial, denied
Kimbel's request for bond.
Defense Counsel J. W. Kellum,
said he would not appeal the de-
cision since the grand jury will
meet in March and he could not
get a decision on an appeal earlier
than that.
The charge against Kimbell spe-
cifies he shot Clinton Melton to
death Dec. 3 in nearby Glendora,
Miss. Kimbell claimed self-de-
fense contending Melton tried to
ambush him at the service sta-
tion where Melton worked.
Station owner Leo McGarrh tes-
tified at a preliminary hearing that
Kimbell shot without provocation.
Youth Cited For Bravery
FOR BRAVERY — John Wes-
ley Roe, 18-year-old Memphis
State college student who risk-
ed his life in a flaming shack
to save the lives of three
young children, was presented
a $25 bond last week and was
named winner of an Elks'
scholarship worth $1,000. Mrs.
Hazel Jackson Lee, business
manager for the Alpha Omi.
cron chapter of Sigma Gamma
Rho at LeMoyne college, pre-
sents the bond in the 'Fri-State
Defender MTh es while M r s.
Rosa M. Ford, past basileus
of the graduate chapter looks
on. Lt. George W. Lee, grand
commissioner of education for
the IBPOEW announced t h e
award from the Elks. (With-
ers Photo)
Heroic White Youth
Awarded For Rescue
All soft-spoken John Wesley Roe figured he was do-
ing the day he went twice into a flaming frame house and
pulled three young boys to safety "was About what any-
one else would have done under the same Circumstances."
That's the way the 18-year-old Memphis State college
freshman spoke of his courageous
deed Saturday as he was present-
ed a $25 War Bond from the Al-
pha Omicron chapter of the Sig-
ma Gamma Rho sorority in a
brief ceremony at the Tri-State
Defender.
It was also announced Satur-
day by Lt. George W. Lee, Grand
commissioner of education for
the Improved Benevolent Protec-
tive Order of the Elks of the
World, that Mr. Roe is among 47
white and Negro students who
have been given scholarships
worth $1,000 by the Elks for
1955-58.
ANNUAL AWARD
The war bond, presented by
Mrs, Hazel Jackson Lee, business
manager for the sorority, repre-
sented 'the organization's annual
award to some youth for an "out-
standing achievement." Last
year's award went to Davis Nor-
ris, the Grant school student who
saved the life of a young white
boy who got in truble when he
fell into the drainage ditch. Miss
Meryl Perkins is basileus of the
undergraduate chapter.
Mr. Roe, son of Mr. and Mrs.
George W. Roe, of 4278 Shelby
dr., was fighting grass fires near
his home with a brother, James
Roe, 10, and two other friends,
Jimmy Aaron and Sonny Morris,
when they noticed the home
afire.
The kitchen was on fire and
the roof was blazing.
But when Roe heard the cries
of the small children inside he
didn't hesitate. He rushed in and
found one child just inside the
door, another in a baby bed. He
brought them out.
ONE LEFT BEHIND
Then he heard cries again from
the house and went back in. Feel-
ing his way through the dense
smoke by the cries of the boy, Roe
located the child, in what the
mother of the children. Mrs. Cora
er of the children, Mrs. Cora
Sanders, later told him was a
clothes closet.
The rescued children are Gar-
vin, 5; Jimmy, 3, and Gerald, 1.
Roe is taking economics at Mem-
phis State. He played frosh and
sophomore football in high school
and is a Boy Scout. He attends
Capleville Mghodist church.
Baptist Pastors Group Of Memphis,
Ministers Conference Takes Action
EDITORS NOTE: The Negro
Baptist Pastors Alliance of
Memphis and the Negro Bap.
tist Ministers Conference, rep-
resenting 200 ministers in The
Tri-State area and a constitu-
ency of 50,000 communicants
released a statement last week
which challenged an article on
desegregation that appeared
in a national magazine. The
article, entitled "The Southern
Case Against Desegregation,"
written by Thomas H. Waring,
white, editor of the Charleston
(S.C.) News and Courier, was
published in the January edi-
tion of Harper's magazine.
Excerpts were published in a
local daily. The ministers took
In the issue of the Commercial Appeal of January
3rd on page 21 there appeared an article under the cap-
tion: "Northern Press Hit By Southern Editor" in which
Thomas R. Waring, editor or the Charleston (S.C.) News
and Courier, set forth several statements that should not
Joe Louis May
Golf Here If
Links Granted
Former heavyweight champion
Joe Louis, a golfing enthusiast,
and professional Teddy Rhodes, of
Nashville, are among the name
sportsmen who probably will be in
Memphis for the Central State
Golf Association tournament, pro-
viding the city makes one of the
municipally owned 18-hold courses
available.
The Sam Qualls Golf club of
Memphis, headed by businessman
Robert Wright, Sr., expects to
play host to the tournament this
Summer and has requested use of
one of the City-owned courses for
the five-day meet.
Mr. Wright said Memphis be-
came a prospect for the tourney
host early in 1954 when the late
Mayor Frank T. Tobey invited the
association to hold its playoffs in
Memphis. Mr. Wright says Mayor
Tobey told him then that one of
the city courses could be used.
THREE POSSIBILITIES
Whether or not one of the three
18-hold courses, Galloway, Pine
Hills or Audubon, would be made
available for the tourney was left
with the Park Commissiog at
weekend after recently inaugurat-
ed Mayor Edmund Orgill said the
decision rested with the board.
Meanwhile, the Sam Qualls Golf
club was making plans for the an-
nual Mid-Winter meeting of the
association slated to be held here
Feb. 4-5. The Mid-Winter session
is usually held in the city where
See LOUIS, page 2
College Hires
Negro Teacher
MARYVILLE, Tenn. — Mary-
ville college announced the hiring
of James A. Hamlett, a Negro, as
a substitute member of its faculty
for this semester.
President Ralph W. Lloyd said
Hamlett, of Nashville, was t h e
first Negro to serve on the school's
faculty in its 135-year history.
Hamlett, who holds a master's
degree from Louisiana State uni-
versity, will teach two Spanish
classes. He was hired as a tem-
porary replacement for James H.
Schwam, who is on sabbatical
leave. Hamlett is a regular mem-
ber of the faculty of Knoxville col-
lege for Negroes and will com-
mute from Knoxville for his lec-
tures here.
Maryville, supported by t h e
Presbyterian church, USA, began
admitting Negroes in the Fall of
1954. It has eight Negro students
now, of a total enrollment of about
800. Seven live off the campus and
on lives in 2. girls' dormitory.
go unchallenged. This news story
was based on an article written
by Mr. 1Varing for Harper's Mag-
azine entitled "The Southern Case
Against Desegregation," published
in the Januray Edition.
'FIVE DIFFERENCES'
Mr. Waring is quoted as saying
that "there were five differences
between the Negro and White race
that do not icourage white par-
ents to let their children mingle
freely with Negro children in
school." The differences are list-
ed as follows: (1) Health; (2)
Home Environment; (3) Marital
Habits; (4) Crime; (5) Intellect-
ual Development.
One would ordinarily think that
Editor Waring is not a Southerner.
Under the point of health he states
that, the "incidence of venereal
disease" in Negroes that make
white parents afraid to "take
risks of any kind with their chil-
dren." How inconsistant!
For three hundred years the
Negro nursed in white homes,
LEWIS 0. SWINGLER
L. 0. Swingler
Appointed To
Top YMCA Job
L. 0. Swingler, veteran Mem-
phis newspaperman a n d promi-
nent in the civic, social, and re-
ligious life of the city, has been
named executive secretary of the
Abe Scharff Division of the
YWCA. His appointment was
made during the latter part of
last week.
Mr. Swingler will succeed Chris-
topher H. Roulhac, jr., who has
resigned the position to accept a
similar one in a branch of the
YMCA in Philadelphia, Pa.
Mr. Swingler will assume his
duties at the Abe Scharff YM on
Feb. 1.
Well known YM leaders point
out that the newsman, who has a
national reputation, is admirably
suited for YMCA work. He was
active in YMCA work while in
See SWINGLE'', page
issue with the editor over his
assertion of five differences
between the two races which
-do not encourage white par-
ents to let their children
mingle with Negro children in
school." Following is the state-
ment released by the minis-
terial groups to the Tri•State
Defender and Harper's maga-
zine:
cooked and served meals, washed
their clothes, kept their homes,
waited on their sick and bathed
their bodies. In fact the Negroes
served as granny's and often gave
suck to the babies. Many of the
South's most distinguished sons
and daughters nursed at the breast
of a Negro mammy.
Nobody shunned or avoided
the Negro nor branded him as
uncleaa, when he h a d DO bath
tube, no sanitary place to eat,
sleep and no doctor to diagnose
anti treat him if he got sick. Ne-
gro women under compulsion,
had attentions forced upon them
and gave births to the enormous
hordes of "yellow" and quadroon
babies. The mixed blood is giv-
ing much concern today. Mul-
tiplied hundreds of the frustrat-
ed creatures are living on both
racial sides. Editor Waring is a
title too late to preach about
the "risk" business.
A FALLACY
Further, there is a fallacy in
the statistics on disease. More Ne-
groes than whites, due to poor
economic status, have to obtain
treatment at public health cen-
ters. Many poor whites, whose
economic level is igher than the
poorest Negro in the South ob-
tain treatment from private phy-
sicians. Thus, the true rate on in-
cidence among whites is not ate
tually revealed, when on the
other h a n d, incidence of the
See CLERICS, page 2
Church Names ,
Memphian To
New Position
A high-ranking position is the
new non-segregated organizational
program of the Methodist church
has been awarded a leading Mem.
phis Negro minister, it was repor4
ed last week.
Rev.
Golden, Mem-
phie pastor, who
for 14 years
headed evangel-
ism work with
the Methodist
church, was
named head of a
of motivation in REV. GOLDEN
the church.
Meeting in $t. Simons Island,
Ga., the General Board of Evan-
gelism of the Methodist church
last week ordered an end to ad-
ministration of its program on
racially segregated basis.
The board voted to discontinue
its department of Negro work, air
flouncing:
"The time has come whea •
special department is no long**
needed and it is our desire that
the entire Matt work with Ilse
whole church." .
SOME OF HIS DUTIES
In an interview last Ilaturde,
Rev. Golden disclosed some of the
details of his new position. They
will be to "seek and discover and
cultivate motives for evangelism,
discover resources of evangelism,
make studies of the histories.
See NAMES, page
Except For Illinois Central, Bus And Train Signs Stay Up Heredim
111
WAITING ROOM
SIGNS OF DEFIANCE—Mem-
phis has been quiet about it,
not outspoken like Jackson,
Miss., where city police pet
up their owe racial signs de-
noting separate waiting a a d
rest rooms for "all" Negro and
white passengers, Interstate
ex intrastate,. But we* frie
the Illinois Central Railroad
station here, there has been no
appareat effort in the major
train and bus terminals to
eomply with the ruling of the
Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion that forced separate feel&
Mee for interstate passengers
Is Wegal. k Memghht the 11.
thuds Central station painted
ever signs denoting race, as
sees to photo left which for-
merly read "Colored Whiting
Room." Only designating sign
noticed at the station was on a
cafeteria. It was learned Negro
passengers had used the wait-
log sum termed, lah•led
101..
4%1
"White Waiting Room." Al
Union station, photo $eeond
from left, signs remained as
always, neither removed nor
painted over. The same thing
appeared true at the major bus
terminals. The "White Waiting
Room" sign was made at the
Greyhoend Limes company. IN
Union, and the "Colored Wait.
hag Boom" sign at left was
taken at the Continental Trail.
ways Bus Lines tomtit'. Ile
Union. The pictures w • r •
made last Friday, two days
after the ICC ruling became
effeetiva, damage sails
growing out of the defiance of
the rule kaki bees reported he
the Sentb at press time but II
vu expected there would be a
rash el them before some
&adhere cities she up moo-
ate facilities for "air' posse*
11101. (Withers Mill
-2THE TRI-STATE DEFENDERSat., Jan. 21, 1956
Job Bias Committee
Considers Stop Here
The President's Committee on Government Employ-
ment Policy has under consideration a request that one of
its regional conferences on discrimination in government
employment in the South be held here in Memphis.
Request for the Memphis conference was made
through the Veterans Benefit, Inc., 
a young organization headed by are denied rightful permanencyAtty. James F. Estes. Member-
ship in the Veterans Benefit has
grown to better than 500 since its
founding last year.
SLATE STILL OPEN
Attorney Estes said that a let-
ter from Ross Clinchy, executive
director of the President's com-
mittee on Employment, assured
him that the committee had not
definitely decided on all the areas
to be visited and that the Veterans
Benefit request would have "care-
ful consideration."
on their jobs.
MEETING NIGHTS
Formed last year as the Vet-
erans Voter Movement, the or-
ganization was changed to Veter-
ans Benefit and chartered after
it was discovered vets on gov-
ernment jobs here had so many
complaints.
Meetings a re held Monday
n ig h t a at 8 p. m., at the Abe
Scharff YMCA. Membership is
open to any veteran. A number of
free services go with the $1
He said his group is now focus- membership dues which are paid
trig its attention to Kennedy Gen- monthly.
eral hospital, Veterans Hospital
No. , the Marine hospital, the
Navy Base at Millington, Mallory
Air Force depot and the Army
General depot.
The chief complaint, he said, is
that Negro workers are general-
overlooked in upgradings and
• 
Louis
(Centinoed from Page 10
the tourney is to be played.
MID-WINTER MEET
Some 50 delegates from the 25
member clubs of the association
are expected to attend the session.
Nathaniel Jordan, of St. Louis,
president, will preside.
- The Park Commission was also
given the go-ahead signal to look
into the expansion of the Douglass
Park course where Negro golfers
now play, from a nine hold course
to 18 but there was general agree-
ment this could not be done in
time for the tourney.
The present estimated 65 acres
comprising the Douglass links is
just half that of the other courses
in Memphis which are 120 acres
or more. More land probably
Award $7,500
To Truckers
'In Stealing'
JACKSON, Tenn., — "Trying to
steal our Negroes" was the accu-
sation which two white farm op-
erators allegedly hurled at two
in Jackson last week as the truck
drivers were awarded S7,500 dam-
ages against the two Lake County
farmers. The truck drivers said
they were attacked when they at-
tempted to move Negro farm fam-
ilies to Missouri.
Lowell Going and Ray McGee, of
Sikeston, Mo., were awarded $3,500
in a judgement against A. G. Har-
ris and Jim McClain of near Rid-
gely. The truckers testified they
were hired to move several Negro
families from Lake County Sept.
13.
HELD AT BAY
would be necessary to increase the They said they were met at a
holes at Douglass. Negro's home by Harris and Mc- i groups. Seldom if ever 
commun-
Up to this time all the city-own- Clain who accused them of "try-1lay funds or rescue homes comes
ed golf courses have been for ing to steal our Negroes.' T h e to .her rescue. She and her he-
white players only, truckers said they tried to explain gitimate are. therefore exposed to
Harry Pierotti. chairman of the but McClain held a pistol on them the community. The young Negro
park board, was expected to an- , while Harris beat them, girl is denied many helpful, up-
flounce the board's decision in the I Harris and McClain said •a fight lifting opportunities and advan-
matter this week. An editorial in I occurred at the home of one of the tages in the South that she h a $
last Saturday's Press-Scimitar ap- Negro families, but that it was but little encouragement to the
proved the idea of Negroes using ) started by the truckers. Harris higher things.
the course for the tourney. I said the truckers "advanced" on MORALS GOOD
GOLFERS HOPEFUL I him and .McClair, after they stop- She too is forced to live in the
have a few Southern colleges,No ofthaial of the Sam Qualls ped the truck and asked the 
driv. wretched parts of the city, when ments otherwise. Not only recent-
Golf club would speculate on pos- ers what they intended to do. she gets employment her wages --
iv
sible steps to be taken should the The jury awarded each trucker are inadequate to provide things state and private, erstwhile whiteinstitutions, opened their doors toboard hand down a,n adverse rul-
ing. There appeared general hope, itive damage. There Naas no mo-
and optimism, over the prospects
of using one of the courses.
Last year's tournament was held
in Denver and several Memphis
entries took honors in the meet.
are sent to the orphange or adopt-
ed for their welfare and the pro-
tection of the mother who, most
often receives employment and
gets another start in the com-
munity.
It is true that the Negro girl,
least protected by society, fights
her way as best she can, the vic-
tim of her own and other racial
egroes.
and self-respect. inc places of
tion for appeal last week. ) culture and refinement are closed The Southas always sought to
to her so that she grows up un. prevent the Negro from develop-
Prom 15 to 45 days are needed tutored and untrained. The young in g educationally, economically
from 17 to 30 class are needed for people are not given a new chance culturally., and socially. Its idea
) bacon. but they are censured for not of sympathetically helping the Ne-
making a better showing. gro has been to keep him in "his
• Despite these handicaps impos- lace" as an ignorant, helpless
ed by a segregated South, Negro servant doing the most servile
family ties are strong. The bread- tasks in the field, forest or
winners and mothers of these
families maintain high morals.
$500 actual damage and $3,000 pun- , she ought to have for sustenance N
NOW.. +he popular
t
Stinny
Brook
BRAND
(24 f 2 P
wherever the heaviest, hardest
and the longest hours of labor
Evidence of this is the thousands might confine him. It has given
of Negro boys and girls who rise him employment only when he has
been unable to employ other racesthrough the academic grades with
untarnished morals and win col- at the lowest possible wages.
THE MARVEL
The marvel of the Southern peo-
ple has been how the Negro has
their race to become assets to managed to eke out existence,
their community and country. , wear decent clothes, purchase
,Editor's Waring's picture here modest homes, provide his chil-
idren an education beyond the pre-is perhaps of a segment of the Ne-
lege degrees and many come
back or remain in the South to
educate, and inspire others of
Clerics
(Continued from Page I)
disease among the masses of Ne-
groes is reflected in statistics ob-
tained from public health cen-
ters.
Second Mr. Waring stated that
there are differences in the home
environment.
In that he is partly correct.
However, he is not aware of the
fact that economic conditions have
changed greatly since World War
It By way of comparison there
are not many homes in the South
staffed with Negro servants.
The vast plantations, so common
in the Southland a few years, have
been deserted by the Negro. When
the young men returned from the
army, Southern pressures and
hostility was unbearable so the ex-
soldier that had risked his life and
fought for his "democratic" coun-
try, moved on and soon the fear-
stricken impoverished family
escaped to other sections of our
country.
In many instances they carried
on their backs and in their hands
what few belongings they could
most easily handle. A large por-
tion of those Negroes are today
employed on public works and not
a few set up small busineses for
themselves while an encouraging
number can be found integrated
Into white collar jobs.
DIVORCES A GROWING EVIL
Third. the Editor reflects much
upon the marital habits of the Ne-
gro. We challenge his statistics. The South had no schools and it tation run by J. W. Milam.
Include his statement on mar- was considered a punishable crime In 1949, the minister explained,
liege and intellectual develop- for anyone to be taught teaching one of his younger brothers, A. C.
ment. It is not to be disputed that a Negro to read or write. Only in Love, 19, helped Milam build a
the divorce evil is a growing one. recent years have the states in the theatre. When the job was finish-
Many homes, both white and Ne- South developed institutions for ed, the youth got into an argu-
white truck drivers, as they pre- ,gro have gone on the rocks and educating the Negro. The public meat with Milam about the mon-
pared to pistol-whip them for the children are the greater suffer- schools have been a travesty in eq.
infraction. ers. the name of schools. The whites KILLS YOUTH, IS
This was part of the testimony It is hardly possible for the have developed with public funds Milam shot and killed him on
brought out before a Federal jury :white man in the South to count great institutions, technical, pro- the spot, the minister said, and
fessional and otherwise. then boasted to Clifton Love: "Ill
kill any nigger who argues with
me about money."
Nothing was ever done to Milam
for this cold-blooded killing, Rev.
Love stated.
However, this murder is not
among the four Rev. Love includ-
ed in his statements to the FBI.
In the quadruple killing, Rev.
Love said his mother, stepfather
and two teenage brothers slipped
away from the plantation and went
to Arkansas to live.
WENT TO ARKANSAS
When Milam heard whers they
were, he took his gun, a truck,
two friends, went after them and
brought them back.
Eyewitnesses later told R e v.
Love, he said, that Milam march-
ed the four into the woods, beat
them and came,kack without them.
,That happened in March, 1955, the
clergyman said.
Milani 
411IF
the number of orphan homes,
crowded to capacity, where white Negro churches and iseeret or-
children are housed. Unmarried ganizations bought ground s,
white mothers are hidden away MI erected buildings, compensated in-
many comfortable homes f o r. a strurtoro in order to give their
period of time when the babies children elementary schooling. In
many sections of the Southland to-
day such limited facilities furnish
many Negro children their best ad-
vantage. The schoo 1 buildings,
aside from Negro churches and
lodge halls, were hardly decent
and comfortable enough for ani-
mals to be housed in. There were
few if any teachers trained be-
yond elementary studies.
STILL HELPING
The Northern Missionary or-
ganizations are yet doing the best
job of preparing Negro men and
women for the higher echelons of
profession, business and general
leadership. The Northern institu-
tions for higher learning have long
since conferred degrees of accom-
plishments upon some who have
achieved in scholarship and attain-
prejudice and hate have already , releasing the story because, "I
condemned him. Usually he is tar-, have a strange hunch nothing is
going to be done about it by the
Justice Department."
The bodies of Rev. Love's four
relatives have never been found.
But the militate( said he was in-
ABUSED BY WHITES formed by eyewitnesses, including
in his 23-year-old sister, Gertrude,It has long been reiterated
and his brother, Clifton, 24, thatthe Southland that the Negro has
J. W. Milam too) the four vic-
tims into the woods at gun-point,
beat them severely (screams were
heard) and then left them there.
They have never been heard
from since, the minister added.
Milam reportedly told Gertrude
Love that the four had "gone on
a little vacation."
SURE OF CHARGE
Declaring that he felt positive
Milam killed the four, Rev. Love
said: "As a minister, I couldn't
make a charge like that unless IFifth, Editor Waring should be was sure."
ashamed to even risk his integrity According to the cleric, the Love
on the question of intellectual de- family came originally from Del-
!tatted that in proposition le the
population more Negroes are hail-
ed into court and there are among
other causes two very outstanding
ones any unbaised person, be he
whatever color or clime, will
easily see. Lack of economic op-
portunities and resentment against
bias restrictions. The fact that the
man's skin is dark is a permit for
the whites to accuse him, for
rested by a white man, he is jail-
ed by a white man, white men sit
on the jury, the trial judge is a
white man, and every detailed re-
cord is made by the white man:
no rights to be respected. Then,
too, the Negro is arrested and
abused for the slightest infraction
of the law. In the South the Sher-
iffs and policemen. These officers
of the law can invade a Negro's
horns on any occasion without
even the legal sanction of a war-
rant. The whits man commits
crimes far more vicious than most
of those charged against the Ne-
gro but the legal arms are rarely
up to enfold the Negro.
velopment among Negroes. Yan-
kees from the North risked their
lives, left their homes and came
to the hostile South to establish
schools in which to teach the freed
men and women.
WAS CRIME TO TEACH NEGRO
tended make shift of an elemen-
tary opportunity.
The South raised legal barriers
against the Christian yankees whomillion who can't "pass" in Ameri-
ca against 15 million who cannot, felt .duty beyond bound to give
then it is quite clear that the i spiritual succor to the forlorn andns-
among whites is highly despicable serf who was almost
significant. Ihomeless a n d friendless. Today
Neither race should suffer blan- the South would try to take credit
!OLD SUNNY BROOK COMPANY, DIVISION Of NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS ket indictment for the laxities 
for the Negro's measure of Ofp -
CORPORATION LOUISViLLE. KENTUCKY. KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY minority elements. gress but facts belie their general
I Fourth, Crime: It is to be ad- assertions.
A SF:EMING GOODWILL
The leaders, preachers, teach-
ers and professional men among
the Negroes, for the most part.
are the products of the mission-
ary schools established, staffed
and supported by Yankee church-
es and philanthropists.
It is true that there has been a
seeming goodwill attitude between
the two races in the South be-
cause the Negro has had nothing
but a noble ambition to be free
deeply down in his heart and he
has been' afraid to let the South-
ern white man know what he
deeply desired lest he be fired
from whatever menial job he had,
put off the plantation where he
slaved or be brutally slain.
SIGNED:
gro race, and a similar segment
of immoral hue is quite evident in
the white race. There being a 135
.111111•1•,
NOW OPEN for BUSINESS
40-MINUTE
CLEANERS
QUALITY CLEANING
MODERN METHOD - QUICK SERVICE
Dresses-Suits
-Coats-. Overcoats 90c
SKIRTS-PANTS 45c
SWEATERS 40c
MEN'S SPORT SHIRTS 35c
OPEN Daily 6 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Saturday 6 am, to 9 p.m.
You Are Invited to Visit Our New and Modern Plant
197 BEALE at Third Phone JA 5-9240
Rev. Roy Love
President
Baptist Pastors Alliance of
Memphis
Rev, L. A. Hamblin
President
Baptist Ministers Conference
Rev. W. L. Varnado
chairman
Committee on Desegregation
Information
Rev, A. McEwen Williams
Committee Member
Insurance Executive
Cleveland Paper Cites
CLEVELAND — M. C. Clarke,
president of Dunbar Life Insur-
ance co., has been named one of
4 outstanding men and women in
leveland by a local newspaper,
(Continued from rage 1)
FBI report in November, accord-
ing to Detroit agents, has done
nothing "so far as we know."
Reverend Love said Newark F.
B. I. agents asked him not to dis-
cuss the case, but he said he was
hi, La., and Rev. Love attended
Southern university and Leland
college Its Haber, La.
In the meantime Mrs. Love and
several of her other children had
moved to Webb, Miss, where they
became sharecroppers on a plan-
Swingler
(Continued from Page 11
school at the University of Nebras
ka.
He maintained an active inter-
est in YMCA activities since leav-
ing college. He helped in the or-
ganization#of the YMCA work
among Memphis Negroes. An ac•
five member of the First Baptist
church (Lauderdale), he is held
in high esteem as a speaker on
educational, civic, and community'
topics.
A PAR A-BUDDIES — Sgt.
James Ctosson (left) Everett,
Mass., gives Pvt. Lessie Smith,
Cleveland, Ohio, a big hug aft-
er the two 11th Airborne para.
treopers landed safely from
3,000400t drop. Sgt. Closson's
chute came out of pack, but
didn't open, and Pvt. Smith
grabbed his lines as Closson
went by, carrying him rest of
way to earth and safety, dur-
ing final maneuver at Fort
Campbell, Ky. — Wide World
Photo.
Alert Paratrooper
Makes Daring Rescue
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky., — A port aircraft over wild Tennessee
promotion in rank on the field, at
the hands of a commanding gen-
eral, was the reward of a big,
brownskin paratrooper, Pvt. Les-
sic Smith, of Cleveland, Ohio, last
week, after he had performed an
unusually outstanding feat of her-
oism in the air to save the life
of a white sergeant.
With 400 airborne comrades per-
forming maneuvers at Fort Camp-
bell last week, Private, now Pfc
Smith,was making his seventh suc-
cessful jump from a troop-trans-
He is the former long-time edi-
tor of the Memphis World, was
editor of the Tri-State Defender,
and founder of the Tri-S tate
and founder ot the Tri-S tate
Times.
He lives with his wife at 284
Fay Avenue, and has been a resi-
dent of Memphis since 1930, corn-
ing here from Oklahoma.
terrain. He is a member of the
188th Regiment of the 11th Air-
borne Division.
He had bailed out seconds be-
fore Sgt. James Closson of Ever-
ett, Mass., plunged from the same
plane for his 28th jump.
GRIPPING ACTION
• Private Smith's parachute open-
ed and began drifting toward the
earth 3,000 feet below. It was a
different story with Sergeant Clos-
son. His chute snapped from its
pack but never mushroomed open.
It remained a tight spiralled roll
above his head.
Spectators, including Brig. ten.
Joseph W. Stilwell, 'jr., regimen-
ial commander, watched the ser-
geant plummet earthward through
a sky filled with gently swaying
chutes.
Then the miracle occurred. Pri-
vate Smith looked upward, saw
the body hurtling toward him, and
reached out. His arms wrapped
Names
(Continued from Page II
background of evangelism, go into
the study of the practical aspects
of the psychology of conversion,
and make case histories of vari-
ous aspects of evangelistic re-
sults." He will visit church con-
ferences, keep tract of population
shifts and trends as they affect
evangelistic work in his church-
He will keep records of individ-
uals served through the evangelis-
tic efforts of the Methodist church,
seek evangelistic opportunities,
study social changes and trends
with the objective of helping in
the creation of a Christian world.
Rev. Golden's work also entails
cultivation of Christian ideals
through evangelistic efforts such
as preaching and teaching in
schools, colleges and seminaries.
He will follow a program of church
public relation, via radio, t h I
press, written materials, and tele-
vision, and travel widely.
LONG SERVICE
For the past 16 years Rev. Gol-
den has been connected with the
evangelistic work of the Methodist
church. He has served 12 years
as associate secretary of the Gen-
eral Board of Evangelism of the
Church. Prior to that he serve di'
for four years as field representaW
tive of the Board. His new duties
will now take on a church-wide,
world wide significance. . .extend-
ing to whatever areas the Metho-
dist church activities are found.
No longer will he be director
solely of departmental work
among Negroes. His new title is
Director of the Department of
Evangelistic Motivation.
A resident of Memphis for the
past two years, Rev. Golden was
born in Columbus, Miss. His fami-
ly is well known in Memphis and
the nation. He and his wife reside
at 1106 South Orleans. His son,
Rev. Charles F. Golden, is associ-
ate secretary of the National Di-
vision of the Methodist Board of
Missions, with headquarters in
New York, N. Y.
WIFE A WORKER
Rev. Golden senior's wife is sec-
retary of the Missionary Persor
nel of the Central Jurisdiction •
the Methodist church. Rev. G#- •
en has pastored churches in Mis-
sissippi, Oklahoma, Missouri, a n d
Louisiana. While in Louisiana he
was for several years superintend-
ent of the Department of Evangel-
ism, including the New Orleans
area of the Methodist Episcopal
church, and three years field rep-
resentative of the Bureau of Evan-
gelism with the Board of Missions
of the Met)iodist Episcopal church
prior to unification.,
His present headquarters are lo-
cated in Nashville, Tenn.
Allen U. 86 Years Old
COLUMBIA, S. C. — Eighty-six
years of progress at Alien univer-
sity will be emphasized in a Found-
ers Day celebration which will be-,
gin Feb. 23 and continue throulk
Feb. 28.
about the sergeant's parachute
shroud lines and hung on. Both
men rode to the ground beneath
Private Smith's chute landing un-
hurt.
General Stilwell, sent for the
men and promoted Smith to pri-
vate first class on the spot.
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WILLIE SHOTKELL ROBERT HALL MARY COLE
Already Busy Doing Things, BTW
Leaders Look Ahead To Future
(Continued from Page 1)
a senior, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
Khotwell, of 934 E. Lenow.
e
At 18, Shotwell has decided on
going into politics "because I feel
that with the rapid changes in our
country there is going is be a
great need for Negro politicians."
For his formal preparation Shot-
well plans to take a political sci-
ence major at Tennessee State uni-
versity.
SENIOR CLASS HEAD
From a practical standpoint he
has also scored something of a
political victory in getting himself
elected president of the seniorl
class at Booker T., usually the ,
Largest in the city. He is also ,
president of the school's motor
club.
J. F. Perrie, biology teacher,
and Mrs. Augusta Cash, English,
are senior class advisors, a n d
James King, English teacher, is
advisor for the Motor club. 1
"Each senior class president us-
ually tries te do more than the
preceeding president and this in.
sures progress," Shotwell explain-
Currently the 500-member senior
class is working on a good con-
duct program which includes two
panel talks monthly. It also
checks on student conduct on bus-
es with certain students assigned
this chore. The class is also try-
ing to influence non-attending stu-
dents to get back in school.
THE MOTOR CLUB
The Motor club, despite its
name, has nothing to do with mo-
tors or wheels but does deal with
a traffic situation — that of di-
recting students through the corri-
dors when classes change. There
are 54 members, girls and boys
of the junior and senior classes.
It works this way: — Traffic to
classrooms to the north of t h e
building moves to the right; stu-
dents headed to classrooms south
of the one they are leaving move
iorii the left. To keep down confu-on and "reckless drivers," 12
members of the Motor club work
each floor.
FOUR CAPTAINS
Shotwell identified his captains
as Miss Jacquelyn W a a hbur n,
basement: George Brown, first
floor, William Young, second, and
Kelly Lester, third.
In his leisure Shotwell goes in
for basketball (he's not on the
team) and singing. In addition to
being a member of the senior glee
club, he's also lead voice for the
5 Q's quartette.
Other 5 Q's are Seymour, bass;
Clifton Drake. first tenor: Roose-
velt Jamison, baritone, and John
Roberts, second tenor.
Shotwell is a member of St. Au-
gustine Catholic church, belongs to
the Honor Society, Student council,
Royal Knights Social club, and is
weetheart of the Ga-Te-Na Social
0 ub headed by Miss Merdis
ims.
He likes his music popular, his
girl friends steady, with Miss Vel-
ma Hogan "the only."
JOSEPH WHITE
School publications are mighty
important things to a student body.
So carrying the load as editor
of the Washingtonian would be just
about a shoulder full for anyone—
except Joseph White, 18, son of
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Gleen, of 1380
'Hemlock.
This ambitious little senior is •
also editor of the annual yearbook,1
a gigantic task in itself.
For the eight-page tabloid Wash-
ingtonian. out every six weeks,
White has a staff of about 25; for
his annual, a 110 pager due out in
May, approximately 20 workers.
He presides over the weekly
press club meetings Tuesdays at
3:30 at the school.
COMMUNITY NEWS
Right now White is trying to
work out a way so that more com-
munity news of importance can
be brought into the paper. "I be-
lieve the teenagers would take
more interest in major news if
they found it in their • own publi-
cation," he said.
Agreeing that its a mighty big
job trying to head two school pub-
lications, White added "but they
offer a lot of experience which I
think will pay off in years to come,
and I like this kind of work."
Mrs. Carlotta Stewart, American
History teacher, is advisor for the
annual, and Nat D. Williams, his-
tory teacher, and Mrs. C. Lintz
Stevens, commercial and English
teacher, are advisors for t h e
Washingtonian.
White likes his publications work
so much that he has decided to
enroll at Lincoln university (Mo.)
as a journalism major.
58 GIRLS, ONE BOY
White has a sort of unique dis-
tinction, too, as the only boy in
a commercial class of 50 girls tak-
ing typing, shorthand, etc. And
he's president of the class.
He likes all kinds of music and
learned to play the piano and or-
gan under the late Mark Thomas,
who was organist for Mt. Pisgah
CME church. He is musician for
the youth choir of Mt. Olive ('ME
church, publicity chairman for the
Hi-Y and pens A column for the
Memphis World.
White spends much of leisure
time reading adventure stories.
"Just now" he's a believer in
going steady with Vivi Pearl
Westbrooks his choice.
MISS MARY COLE
The Hostess Club at Booker T.
is an all-girl club with 17-year-old
Mary Cole, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar Cole, of 865 Porter,
as its president.
At Booker T. the girls don't grab
off many top officers in the mixed
groups.
Miss Cole's club furnishes guides
for visitors to the school and helps
keep order. Girls are stationed at
the front, back and side entrances
to the school throughout the study
day.
There are 50 members in the
club, juniors and seniors, mostly
seniors. Mr. King is faculty ad-
visor.
This club was formerly known
as the Junior-Senior Courtesy club.
It meets every first and third
Tuesdays to make progress re-
ports.
Miss Cole plans to take a busi-
ness administration major at Clark I
college in Atlanta and become a
florist. For about eight years she,
ARE YOU SICK?
Read Acts 0:11 • 12
L. of Orlando. Fla. writes:
Dear Bishop:
This is Just to let you know I am
thanking God for the blessed cloth. I
feel much better. I don't regret find-
ing your address in the paper. I will
ne very glad that all who are in need
of help fir their pains like I was.
could get in touch with you, and if it
was not for your faith in God. SOL
could not do the work YOU are doing.
Please send stamped self-addressed en-
velop* for free I.terature to Bishop
F. W. recess, re. TO MI Eberhaft.
th,eag• 15. Minot'.
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MUSIC LOVER
She is a member of Metropoli-
tan Baptist chuich and part of the
junior choir there.
Music is the other big interest
in her life — that is, when you
don't count her steady Roosevelt
Tennione, football and basketball
star. She plays the piano and likes
to listen to good music,, especially'
if its by Stan Kenton or George!
Shearing.
Miss Cole is a member of the
Motor club, Student Comicil, sen-
ior executive staff and president
of the Deborette Social club.
Her favorite movie stars are
Joan Crawford and Burt Lancast-
er.
ROBERT HALL
The very first step toward win-
ning the post held by Robert Hall,
son of Rev. and Mrs. J. L. Hall,
of 2115 Riley, is to come up with
a "B" average in the classroom.
This 17-year-old senior, who's
getting quite a reputation as a
singer and composer, is president
of the Honor society. Mrs. Beulah
Williams, Spanish teacher, is ad-
visor.
Hall sass the main purpose of
the society is to encourage leader-
ship, character and scholarship in
the students
The about 70 members are work-
ing on a program they have call-
ed the College Advisory project.
What they do is get in catalogues
from various colleges and univer-
sities, study them, and then post
lists telling seniors who might
want information about certain in-
stitutions, which member to see to
get the information.
OTHER PROJECTS
Last year's honor society launch-
his life work. He says he has a
t Missashburn pointed out, is its 
job in scouting waiting for him 
the category of a service group. LIKES SCOUTINGalembers work in the library help-
ingother students find and file I field that he would like to makebooks. 
mid-south's largest Negro high
shop, oper
school with an enrollment of 2.543.
TEEN-AGERS of the various
City schools have joined toge-
ther in the fight 'against Polio
and will sponsor a "Teens
Against Polio Dance" which
will be held Friday, Jan. 27, at
Currie's Club Tropicana. Fran-
kelle of Radio Station WCBR
JOSEPH WHITE
ed the program, Hall explained,
but didn't get too far with it.
In addition, the society trying to
get more students to attend bas-
ketball games, and giving an as-
sist in campus cleanup. %V h e n
members spot things which need
to be done a report is made to the
proper official who sees that it has worked in the Flora's Flower •
HAROLD HUGHES
junior talked to who had reached
pregy level in a major school or-
ganization.
The library club would fall into
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER 3
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Mesdames Bumpus, Roulhac Talk
To Owen Assembly On Education
The Owen Junior College facul-
ty and staff, during their Tuesday
afternoon meeting, enjoyed t h e
role of hosts to two of the city's
most famous Ladies. Guests were
Mrs, G. M. Bumpus, president of
the Bluff City PTA council; and
Georgia. Faculty advisor is Mr.
King.
Hughes, who lost a year in
school after he suffered a broken
leg back in 1950 while playing
sandlot football, assigns boys to
their stations an is in charge o
the check-in meetings called at
least once a week. Assignments
are posted.
Mrs. Christopner Routh& c, jr.,
teacher at LaRose Elementary
school and national president of
the Jack and Jill Inc.
Both ladies, delegates to t is e
White House Conference on Educa-
tion Nov. 28-Dee. 1, 1955, present-
ed a very interesting report on the
nation-wide meeting of prominent
educators and the Chief Executive
of the USA.
Mrs. Bumpus reported the dis-
cussions relative to the subjects:
"What Should Our Schools Ac-
complish?" and "What are Our
School Building Needs?"
Mrs. Roulhac reported the dis-
cussions relative to the subjects:
"How Can We Get Good Teach-
ers and Keep Them?" "How can
Hall, who plans to major in mu-
sic and "dab a little" in engineer-
ing at Tennessee State university,
is a member of hisfather's 
church, Middle Baptist in White-
haven. Ile belongs to the choir
and teaches an intermediate Sun-
day school class.
He's a photography enthusiast.
likes singing and composing mu-
sic.
SONG BEING PLUGGED
Right now he has a song, "Blue
Love,- WDIA recorded, which is
being played over that station. Hall!
sings lead with the group that cut I
the disk, the King's Men. Others I
are George LeSure bass: James I
Craigen, second tenor, and Bennie
Jenkint, first tenor.
Hall is now working on a song
entitled "There You Are." and an
instrumental to come out as "Ice;
Cream." He started composing
popular and jazz music back in the
ninth grade, getitng about 20 fin-
ished so far, "Blue Love" is the
first to reach the record stage
' The young would-be
-composer is
student director of the Teen Town-
ers, senior class chaplain, chaplain
of the senior class, executive
member of the student council,
member of the motor club and
chaplain of the Junior Fine Arts
club
His schoolmates 'evidently think
he might end up being a minister.
JACQUELYNE WASHBURN
Next on the scene is a young
An important work of the club,
th club
NO STEADY DATE
Miss Washburn belongs to Met- 
steady but claims he doesn't even P0Tinlite aDned
have a girl friend.
ropolitan Rapt. church and is pres- That was a quick look into the lielp,on-ke
activities of the students of the I NEXT Wident of the junior choir there and .
a member of the Senior Service 
troop. She is a member of the
I Washingtonian staff, Hostess club,: Israeli PianistMotor club, student council a n d
Junior Fine Arts club.
Still a junior, Miss Washburn is For LeMoyne On Jan 28not positive about either her selec-
tion of a college or a major but
she's putting emphasis on math The second concert in the Le-
now and think:, she will follow Moyne college series will be given
I thatII theon Jan. 28, by David Bar-Illan,
when Itb gets out of Alabama State Principal Blair T. Hunt said the
We Finance Our Schools and' Op.
crate Them?" and "How can We
Attain a Continuous Public Inter-
est In Education?"
EDUCATION REPORT
The White House Education con-
ference reports were preceded by
Mrs. &della Dean's report of her
tenure of matriculation and ex-
periences at the George Peabody
college last Summer. Mrs Dean is
an instructor in the Adult Educa-
tion Division at Owen college.
Faculty and staff members pres-
ent during the first monthly meet-
ing of the new year were: Levi
Watkins, president; Thomas Wil-
lard, Dean of Students; Rev. C.
Thomas Paige, College Minister;
Leotis Peterman, Registrar; Miss
Dorothy M. Walton, Librarian; E.
Barnard Cotton, Coordinator; Mrs.
Dorothy T. Graham, head of the
Department of Humanities; M r s.
Donzaleigh Patterson, head of the
Department of Business; Miss
Dorothy E. McKinnie, Dietician;
Enus M. Moss, instructor; Pa•ei V.
Collins, Physical Education in-
structor-coach: Rev. J. B. Webb,
instructor in the Division of Adult
Education; Mrs. J. A. Olive, sec-
retary to the President; Mrs. Mel-
vanor Fisher., Matron; and Mrs.
'della Dean
effort to "encourage more reading 
. leaders are student selected andcollege where he' will take up soof better books by our students." 
cial wefare. complimented the student body onMrs.. D. Williams and Mrs. V. their ;line judgment." He saidHe is in his seventh year ofNabrit, librarians, are advisors for 
. that the present leaders are notscout work and serves as Scoutthe club. It has 31 members and by any means the only ones withmaster of Troop No. 119 at .it.participates in a city-wide lihrari- Zion Baptist church on S. Main. leadership qualifications and thatan organization. Hughes is a member of Mt. Mo- they are quite representative ofThe reading emphasis pr gia 
riah Baptist church on Fonda, theis carried out through posters, Hi-Y, student council, honor socie-bulletin hoard displays and talks.
by their English teacher to get into
e
Students must be recommended
. 
ty,, projector's club, motor club
plays baseball.
and is on the yearbook staff. He
This fellow not only isn't going they
ustilleYndearreagrees withwatkitehrs that million persons who speak somehopes this series will 40 languages and who
el the situation. I the 3,000 islands which
EEK — DOUGLASs HI. I the nation
The Indonesian republic has 79
reside on
make up
lady who thinks that girls do more
reading than do boys.
Being president of the Library
club, pert Miss Jaequelyne Wash-
burn, 16, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Washburn, is in a pretty
good position to form an opinion.
Miss Washburn was the on I y
interviewed the Committee
from Manassas High school
last Friday and they pledged
their support. Shown here are:
Shirley Jones, Alma Jean
Cleaves, Cathryn Mitchel I,
Charles Delane, Emma .1 e a n
She guesses from her library ex-
perience, that girls read more
than boys. "They certainly check
, out more books," she confided.
I Miss Washburn doesn't believe Waifa, Israel. After commencingin going steady with any boy.
HAROLD HUGHES 
the study of the piano at the age
of five, he gave his first public
Top man in the Booker T. Wash-
ington Safety Patrol program is
Harold Hughes. 21, son of Walter
I Hughes. of 1587 Rayburn.
As chief of the patrol compris-
ing 30 boys, Hughes' says his big inations of the University of Lon-job-is seeing that the students get
safely across the streets, 
don in higher mathematics, by
mail, and seemed well on his wayiHis patrol covers five ntersee- to a brilliant career.lions — Mississippi at Crump, Lou- However, after his mathematicsderdale in front of the school,. Mis-
sissippi and Polk. Mississippi and teacher heard him play the piano,
I Lauderdale, and Mississippi a n d 
he advised the young man to de-
Williams, Tommie L. Craw-
ford, Louise Williamson, Glor-
ia Jean Shockley, Mary Brat-
cher, Amelia Murrell, Ronnie
Taylor, Johnny Gibbs, Chris-
tine Young and Kathleen Gran-
ger. George Hicks, Bernice
brilliant young Israel pianist. The
concert is at 8:30 p.m., in C. Ar-
thur Bruce hall.
DAVID BAR-ILLAN was born in
Drake, Emma Jean Anderson,
Bobby Hunter, Thelma Cole-
man, Maxine Dobbins, Martha
Eggerson, Earline J. White
and Gerthena Marie Hobbs.
Tickets are on sale et all City
schools.
Mothers March, WDIA Simulcast
Are Weapons In Attack On Polio
A new concept in radio pro-
gramming will be held next Satur-
day, Jan. 21, over Radio Station
WDIA, to benefit the Annual
March of Dimes, with a two-hour ,
Hallelujah Jubilee.
The program will be a two hour
simulcast emanating from two
churches at the same time — be-
ginning at 7 p.m. The broadcast
will be heard live from East Trigg
Baptist church, Rev. W. Herbert
Brewster, pastor, and Golden Leaf
Baptist church, Rev. L. A. Ham-
blin, pastor. Portions of the pro-
gram from each church will be
heard intermittently throughout
the two hour program.
ON THE SIMULCAST
To be heard on the program are:
Theo "Bless My Bones" Wade, A.
C. Williams. Cornell Wells, Robert
Thomas and Ford Nelson, well
known personalities of the "Good-
will Station."
Among the singing groups to be
heard are: Southern Echoes, Gos-
pel Writers Boys, Christian Har-
monizers, Dixieaires, Unison Voic-
es, Johnny Owens, The Man of
Poems, Sons of Jehovah, Will and
Brown Singers.
Also the Stars of Harmony, Ga-
brielaires, Gospel Tones, Southern
Jubilees, Brewstaires, Friendly
Echoes, Reed Singers and Cleo-
phus Robinson.
On Jan. 28 the Hallelujah Jubi-
lee will be heard in the second.
simulcast from St. Matthews Bap-
tist church, Rev. H. H. Harper,
pastor and Lane Avenue Baptist
church, Rev. J. W. Williams, pas-
tor. This program will be heard
at the same time, 7 'til 9 p.m.,
with portions of both programs
being heard intermittently.
The program on Jan. 28 will
usher in the first of the Second
l'ilarchathon over WDIA which will
be heard through 7 a.m, the next
morning. Pledges will f>e called in
for the donors' favorite records
and their pledges will be announ-
ced by their favorite disc-jockey.
MOTHERS TO MEET
The Fifth Annual Meeting of the
Mothers March of Memphis will
be held Monday, January 23, at
Union Protective Assurance Com-
pany, Memphis District Office, 364
Agents To Sell
Cosmetics and household remedies for
60 year old firm. no Investment Ca-
talog and details free
I. E. McBRADY'S
Ica TEO Super Ch.cago 72. III.
Beale Street, 8 p.m.
Mrs. Lucille Price, Mothers
March chairman for 1956, will pre-
side.
Chairman for the various Dis-
tricts are: Manassas, Mrs. McAd-
ams Sloan; Douglas, Mrs. Blond-
ale Cross; Klondike, Mrs. Katie
Sexton; Grant, Mrs. Ludella Addi-
son; Caldwell, Mrs. Bilboa Jones;
Hyde Park, Mrs. Ruby Smith; Les-
ter, Mrs. Lydia Robinson; Hamil-
ton, Mrs. Harold Jamison: Magno-
lia, Mrs. Georgia Taylor.
Also, Melrose, Mrs. Althea
the -top 15 percent of the student
body."
Prof. Hunt said the puolic usual-
ly hears more about the students
who don't measure up because
Pyles; Leath, Mrs. Cooper Taylor;
Kansas, Mrs. Amanda Steele; Por-
ter, Mrs. M. S. Draper; Florida,
Mrs. Margaret Turner; Riverview,
Mrs. Johnny LeFlore and Mrs. E.
M. Tillman.
Also: Wisconsin, Mrs. Marie Le-
wis; Kortrecht, Mrs. Elizabeth
Woodward; Dunn, Mrs. )3eatrice
Stewart; Locke, Mrs. Belle Petti-
grew; Lincoln, Mrs. Thelma
Busch; Carnes, Mrs. A. Gibson;
Patterson, Mrs. Orangejello Cog-
er; and LaRose, Mrs. Velma
Campbell.
All women who are interested in
working in the Mother's March,
which will be held Monday, Jan.
30, from 6:30 'til 7:30 p.m., are
invited to attend this meeting and
learn how they call enlist in the
fight against polio.
Slated
vote his lite to the piano, and so
David journeyed to America to at-
tend the Julliard School of Music,
where he was an invitation stu-
dent.
FOU(alT IN WAR
His studies were interrupted
when the Israeli War of Independ-
ence broke out, at which time he
returned to his homeland to join
recital when he was ten. A versa- the army. The young pianist had
tile child, David at the same time been a member of the Israeli Un-
had an outstanding talent for derground, the "Hagana," since
mathematics and when he w a s his 14th year. During the War of
seventeen, passed the final exam. Independence, Bar-Illan took part
in the Battle of Nazareth and in
the fighting to clear the Galilee.
As soon as the fighting was
over, Bar-Illan resumed his stud-
ies at Julliard. Following his grad-
uation in 1950, he was awarded
another scholarship — this time to
the Manna, College of Music in
New York. There he studied with
the eminent pianist and pedago-
gue, Hans Neumann, with whom
he had worked in Israel as a
youth.
TICKET SALES
Last season wide critical ac-
claim was accorded Bar-Illan
with such expert comment as
"Possessing a whirlwind techni-
DAVID BAR-ILLAN
que, an enormous amount of
strength and energy, and an ex-
quisite tone, he is already a ma-
ture artist in every respect, and
is unquestionably destined to be-
come one of the top ranking plan-
ists of our time."
Tickets are on sale at Gold-
smith's Central Office and at the
LeMoyne Business office. Reserv-
ed seats are 82 and general ad-
mission is $1.25. High school and
college student groups may pur-
chase general admission tickets in
advance at LeMoyne college only
for 75c.
Father's Night Jan. 19
At Porter Junior High
Rev. H. McDonald Nelson, pas-
to rof St. James AME church and
candidate for the bishopric of the
AME church in May 1956, will
be the Father's Night speaker at
t ii e Porter PTA meeting, Thurs-
day, Jan. 19, 7:30 p.m., in the
school cafeteria.
The president, Mrs. G. M. Bum-
pus will preside and important
committee reports will be given.
An attendance prize will be gisis
en the class having the largest
number of fathers present. All fa-
thers are urged to register upon
arrival.
At the regular meeting of the
Executive Committee, Wednesday,
Jan. 11, 11:30 a.m., the president,
Mrs. G. M. Bumpus stressed the
importance of the cooperation of
the fathers in better family rela-
tionships. A number of alarming
problems were brought to the at-
tention of the group for some
possible solution. Through speak- 1114-11Equauged size costs little. Or get Econ.
the year and cooperation with the
Guidance Committee of the school
some progress is expected to be
made.
TEA GOAL $2,000
Plans for the annual Tea, Sun-
day, April 8, were made with Mr.
E. D. Elrod as chairman. The 1958
Goal is $2,000. The proceeds will
benefit the new gymnasium now
under construction and the Wile-
tic program of the school.
It. B. Thompson, principal urges
the cooperation of all parents in
support of the PTA program dur-
ing the rest of the school year.
Husbands! Wives!
Get Pep, Vim; Feel Younger
Tbou,ancis of couples are weak, worn-out, ea.boosted Just because body lacks iron. For newyounger feeling after 40, try °goes Tonic,Tablets. Contain iron for pep; supplementdoses vitamins lii and B2. In • single day,Ostres supplies as much hot, as Id dozen rawoysters, 4 lbs. of liver or 16 lbs. of beef. 7-day
ers and panel discussions during 111111Y size &IA save $1.43. At all druggilts.
Whether It's . . .
For a pleasant moment, or an occa-
sion, get your favorite Liquor, Wine
or Gin at
QUALITY LIQUORS
321 Beale
"W. have what it takes to keep you in
Fine Spirits"
1
4410U1 04111111JJMC. couti‘erv. OWENSII010. MAMMY
Tin cans for beer and soft drinks
produced during 1954 required the
use of about 700.000 tons of steel
since "tin" cans are mostly steel.
will furnish the music.
The ACE League convenes at will be in charge.
1 p.m. Frank Peterson, the presi- BETHLEHEM BAPTIST
dent, will direct it. "A Service in The Sunday school of Bethlehem
Songs" will be rendered at 7:90
p.m, by the Gospel Chorus.
Miss Nell Harvey is the church
reporter.
NEW HOPE BAPTIST
A musical program at 7:30 p.m.
will be the highlight of Sunday's
service at New Hope Baptist
church. Presenting it will be the
senior choir. Mrs. E. M. Currie is
WI. ZION AME The evening worship wil be
The Young People's Society of ( held at 7:30 p.m.
the Memphis Annual Conference NEW TYLER AME
held its first quarterly meeting at I New Tyler's senior choir pre-
the Mt. Zion AME church, last sents a musical Sunday. It will be.
Sunday. Mrs. Leona Jamison is gin at 8 p.m.
supervisor. Sunday school will be held at
Sunday services will be regular 9:30 a.m. Prof. Isiah Goodrich,
at the house of worship. Sunday jr. and Mrs. Alma Bowen will
school will open at 9:30 a.m. with conduct it. A thought-provoking
the superintendent, J. C. Griffin, sermon by the pastor, Rev. H.
presiding. At 11 a.m., the morn- W. Henning, will spotlight t h e
mg worship will begin. Rev. I. T. morning worship hour. The senior
Jefferson, the pastor, will deliver choir will render the music.
the message. The Gospel Chorus Convening at 5:30 p.m. will be
the ACE League. Miss J. Flowers
ST. JAMES AME
The Men's Service League of St. ing Star Baptist church climaxed
James AME church will sponsor the meeting.
a dinner Sunday. The dinner will The next service is scheduled on
be held at 2 p.m, in the annex March 15 at the West Cannon Bap-
of the church. The tasty plates List church in Millington, Tenn.
of turkey and trimmings will be Rev. Harold Harvey will be guest
S1.00 for the m( and 50 cents speaker.
for the women. h lie general pub- Rev. J. F. Collins of Keel Ave.
lie is invited. Immediately follov. nue Baptist church is general mod-
ing the dinner, the program wet erator of the Friendship Baptist
begin. William Flemming will be ' Association.
guest speaker. 0. D. Hayes is pres. Dr. F. S. Stephen will start serv-
ident of the Men's Service League. ices at the St. Stephen Baptist
C. E. Butler is secretary. church, Sunday, with the conduc-
William Jackson will conduct tion of Sunday school. It begins at
the Sunday school at 9:30 a.m. At 9:30 a.m. The pastor. Rev. 0. C.
Crivens, officiates at 11 a.m.
The Baptist Training Union com-
mences at 6:30 p.m. under the di-
rection of Rev. Joe Wilson, jr.
Baptist church will hold its instal-
lation program, Sunday, at 3 p.m.
The Rev. L. A Hamblin, pastor of
Golden Leaf Baptist church, will
be principal speaker. Golden
Leaf's choirs will sing.
Sunday school convenes at 9:30
a.m. B. H. Holman, superinten-
dent, will be in charge. A sermon
will be heard at 11 a.m. Baptist
president. The directress is Mrs. Training Union at 6:30 p.m. will be
R. S. Jones and the pianist is supervised by James Peoples.
David Sanders. ST STEPHEN BAPTIST
Sunday school will be held at The executive board of t h •
8:30 a.m. Sam Marshall is the Friendship District Association
superintendent. A sermon will be held two days of service at the
heard at 11 a.m. Rev. W. R. Ed- St. Stephen Baptist church, re-
wards will deliver it. Baptist cently. These meetings, svhich are
Training Union will be held at 6 every three months, raise money
p.m, for mission work and education.
Every Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. Rev, W. M. Murray, pastor of the
Is prayer meeting night at New Galilee Baptist church of Brigh-h
Hope, ton, Tenn., spoke during the first
The public is invited, day of the meeting. An address
by Rev. W. T. Vanhook of Morn-
11 a.m., the pastor, Rev. H. Mc-
Donald Nelson, will officiate. The
choirs of the church will render the
music.
Mrs. Dora Whitson will direct' Evening services will be held at
tb• ACE League at 6 p.m. De.i 7:30.
4,et1on and a sermon are ached- 1 The public ie invited.
ailed for 7:30 p.m.
Mrs. Thelma McKissia is the
church reporter. 206.43 RaisedPROGRESSIVE BAPTIST
- Annual Usher Day will be ob-
be held at 3 p.m. Rev. H. H.
church, Sunday. The program will y Conference
_served at the Progressive Baptist
Harper of St. Matthew Baptist
church will deliver the annual ad-
dress. St. Matthew's choirs will
furnish the music. Lenon Patterson
is the chief usher.
A. J. Terry conducts the Sunday
school at 9 a.m. At 11 am., the
morning worship will be held. Rev,
0. C. Collins, the pastor, will de- followed the Sunday school, con-
liver an inspiring address at this
time. ducted by Supt. J. C. Griffin.The Senior Missionary was host
Electrical Wiring
CALL
FRED G. JONES
153 N. CLEVELAND
PHONE BR 6-6041
Over 30 Years
A total of $206.4.1 was reported
during the First Quarterly Confer-
ence of Mt. Zion AME church. Dr.
W. L. Powell, presiding elder, con-
ducted.
Elder Powell delivered a mes-
sage from the topic "L ooking
Back" for the morning hour which
at a friendship tea sponsored at
the parsonage by the Junior Mis-
sionary society, Mrs. I. T. Jeffer-
son was hostess.
Frank Patterson, president of
the Allen Christian Endeavor
league, presided over the league
session he at 6 p.m.
Dr. Powell spoke again at night
from the topic "The Principles of
Stewardship."
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7ero-10 qki helps you feel good
again! Proven Zero-10 iliquid or tab-
lets) acts Fest to give &Shover relief
to Cold rrilseries arid discomforts.
Children like it. tool At drug coun-ter.. money back guarantee.
THE BOURBON DE LUXE COMPANY, LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY.
THIS WHISKEY IS 4 YEARS OLD. 86 PROOF.
SPECIALS IN USED CARS
A Selection Of '40 thru 51' Models
RANGING IN PRICE S100 TO $600
As Low As $50 Down
We Finance These Ourselves
C. B. Smith Motor
2586 POP AR Open N, ' I 9 P
Once again we enter into a new
year — We look down and see the
scars brought on as by the strug-
gles, strifes, and conflicts of yes-
teryear. But even as we enter our
churches today, who goes with us?
As the pulpit looks out over the
congregation what does it see?
Over to its right it sees a group
of people whose heads are now
covered with the snows of many
!winters. The toils and strifes of
many years have etched long, jag-
ged wrinkles into their faces that
can be erased only by death. The
steps that were once young and
gay are now short and unsteady.
The ears that were at one time
alert to every sound now have be-
come silent to many familiar
tunes. The vision that once beheld
the finest shades of color combina-
tions can now only behold col-
orless figures standing before it.
To them life is a bleak ping with
uncertain horizons standing before
them. They look to the pulpit in a
longing plea for help.
THEY SIT WAITING
Over in the middle aisle we see
hungry, anxious youths waiting to
be given the direction of victory
and peace. These eager-hearted
soldiers — waiting for the spirit-
ual, moral, and intellectual fuel
that will enable them to go on to
victory. As the pulpit looks into
the eyes of the huge throng seat-
ed before, it sees a job far super-
ior to the one of last year.
Last year, men walked about in
darkness and were satisfied; last
year they lived in poorly built
houses and were willing to make
out; last year they were not too
much concerned about old age be-
cause not too many reached that
stage in life and it was no prob-
lem. Last year men were satis-
fied to travel in buggies and ox-
carts because time and comfort
were not important factors. But
now, as the pulpit looks out, it sees
people who are expecting to be
here a long time.
It sees people who are expect-
ing to live long, live well, and live
fully. All of these will be realized
when men are enlightened. As the
pulpit starts out on a new year
the pulpit can't satisfy itself with
merely making people "happy."
The "Happiness" of 1956 must be
wrapped up in moral, spiritual,
and intellectual growth. It must
lead a people who has suddenly
found itself materially to a foun-
tain where a little moral and in-
tellectual grace will be poured
upon their heads. They then will
be ready to come away 'a good
Samaritan,' to walk a second mile,
or to share one's cloak.
MUST HALT STRIFE
The pulpit must speak out to
some people who have lost their
sense of direction and value. It
must speak out to some people
who have become over-bearing
with the intellectual and material
things of life.
As the pulpit speaks in 1956 it
must arrest a people wound up in
a sudden hurrying spree that is
getting them no where; it must
call a halt to the backward march-
ing characteristic of our day;
it must cry out 'about face' to a
world constantly on the down
grade. This pulpit must call a
halt to worldliness and ungodly
living; it must call a halt to wars
and strife.
In 1956 the pulpit sees a man
who has been to the fountain and
drunk of materialism, selfishness,
the thrills of possession, a n d
greed.
To him these things are now
common
-place. They fail to bring
him the thrills of generations
ago. Today the prodigal son is
on his way back home. The prod-1
igal looks to the pulpit for a man
who is solving his problems and
is ready to help him solve his.
The pulpit is the center of uplift-
ing human activity — speak now
for thy servant listens!
"Memphis and Shelby County's disease.
share in the giant $47,500,000 na-
tional March of Dimes goal is in
the neighborhood of $150,000." Roy
Freeman, director of the Memphis
and Shelby County Chapter of the
National Foundation for Infantile
Paralysis, said recently.
Mr. Freeman, in urging contri-
butions to the January March of
Dimes, reminded citizens that
"polio respects neither age, na-
tionality, occupation nor income."
The March of Dimes' 3.100 chap-
ters throughout the nation meet
the expense of polio wherever
needed. Medical care payments
are outright gifts, not loans to he
repaid. Today, over 68,000 polio
victims are on the chapter aid
j rolls of the Foundation. Since 1938,
I the Foundation has spent over a
: quarter of a billion dollars help-
ing 313,000 men, women and chil-
dren fight back to lead normal
lives after bouts with the crippling
e C.O.D. you oay postage
• Send full amount, we
ENVELOPES MAILED
During the past five years, the
Memphis and Shelby County chap-
ter has spent over $351,000 for the
treatment and care of local polio
cases. In addition, out of 57,812 lo-
cal children who have received the
Salk vaccine, 42,808 Immunizations
were provided directly by the Na-
tional Foundation.
J. R. 'Dick' Walker, local cam-
paign director, expressed the hope
that citizens would respond gener-
ously by placing their dollars and
dimes in official pink March of
Dimes envelopes which have been
mailed to every Memphis and
Shelby County home. The envel-
opes bear the address of t h e
March of Dimes, Tom R. Cone,
treasurer, Union Planters Nation-
al Bank, Memphis.
Mexico's population is increas-
ing by about three percent a year.
(No. 395) 23 inches tall. Mist
Suntan. Take her by the hand
She walks with you. ideacF turns
as %he walks. This all plastic doll
hos moving eyes. Opened mouth
Pointed lashes. P,colay dress
Shoes ond sox Saran wig that
con bis washed,. curled and re
Mad• 3f soft stuffed body
tote, arms, legs and head
Sleeping eyes, painted lash•s,
wig that can be washed, combed
and restyled. Shp, ninon dr 
shoes and sox.
No. 2 16 inches toll $4 98
No. 372 HI inches tall $5.49
No. 373 20 inches toll $7.9111
Na 374 23 inches tell $8.9111
CASH FOOD STORES
In planning the menu of the
day the Bread ;ie use is very
important. Suitable bread can
make a meal enjoyable and De-
luxe or the wrong type of bread
can make an otherwise delici-
ous meal ordinary. Most people
enjoy new and different home-
made breads, muffins, waffles,
cookies, pastries and cakes.
You can always be sure the
bread %sill be best if you can
is se Jack Sprat enriched
wheat' flour or Jack Sprat
white cream meal in our
recipe. Now that bananas as
plentiful on the market, let s
make individual banana Ginger-
breads for the enjoyment of
dad and the small fry.
1.2 banana
'a cup Soul' cream
12 cup molasses
1 tablespoon melted fat
's cup chopped apples
l'a cup Jack Sprat flour
7-8 teaspoon soda
1 teaspoon baking powder
, I teaspoon ginger
% teaspoon salt.
Peel and 'cape banana and hist
to a pulp. Add sour c r e a ,..M•
molasses and melted fat. Sift
Jack Sprat flour with soda,
baking powder, ginger and salt
and a d d to the first mixture.
Add chopped apple, beat again
and bake in greased muffin tins
about twenty minutes at 400 dc•
gree F. Serve with Banana
Sauce.
Peel and mash 1 banana in a
LIBBYt 
FROZEN FOODS
OL' FASHUN  BUTTERBEANS 10 Oz. Pkg. 1 9
BOOTH
OYSTER STEW (Serves 2) 
C
1 9ci 2a dcup l seugga rwahni de
tioi:lasten:11
egg beater until light and
fluffy. This is so good and
and
easy to make. Try it tomorrow.
Bs e for now, 1111
Jana Porter
Would You Enjoy Appearing On The Big Star Show Over 50,000 Watt *OA?
IF YOU HAVE talent, von are Invited to come to Willa any Thurs-
day and he auditioned by Mrs. Kathryn Rivers Johnson for R I g
Star Show. This group of talented boys and girls presented an en'
joy able pron:ram on a recent Saturday. Genial A. C. Williams
emceed the show. Left to right first row: Jacquelyn Harvey, Penh
Brinkley. Yvonne Owens, James Anna T emsend an Betty Omit
Second row left to right: John .1. Taylor, James E. Cralgen, Iteb
ert L. Hall, George A. LeSure and Rennie L. Jenkins.
3Sister Of Korean Hero
In Air Force School
B. E. CLEABORN
Miss Burlean E. Cleaborn, 19,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Cleaborn, sr., of 1799 Farrington,
and a sister of the late Pvt. Ed-
ward 0. Cleaborn who won the na-
tion's second highest honor post-
humously for heroic action in Ko-
rea, has completed her Air Force
basic military training at Lackland
Air Force Base.
Mrs. Florence Cleaborn, mother
of the 1953 Booker T. Washington
graduate, said Miss Cleaborn is
now taking a commercial course
at the Francis E. Warren Air Base
In Cheyenne, Wyo.
Miss Cleaborn entered the serv-
ice Oct. 3, 1955 and graduated
from the San Antonio, Texas base
on Dec.. 6. She is expected home
on leave around June.
The Edward 0. Cleaborn hous-
ing project is named for Miss
Cleaborn's heroic brother.
If Worker Drew $100,
Farmer Must File Tax
Farm operators who have paid
as much as $100 in cash wages to
any farm employee duriog. t h e
year 1955 should file an empla-yer's
tax and information return for ag-
ricultural employees, E. F. Grea-
ney, senior agent, Internal Rev-
enue Service, Memphis, Tenn., an-
nounced today. This tax return
will be filed with the District Di-
rector of Internal Revenue, Nash-
ville, Tenn., together with the so-
cial security taxes on the wages
shown on the form.
Mr. Greaney emphasized that
this annual report of wages paid
for agricultural labor must be fil-
ed with the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice before Jan. 31, 1956. The re-
turn must show the name, social
security number, and wages paid
every employee whose cash wages
from the same farmer amounted
to $100 or more.
CME's Give Up
'Colored' Tag
The Colored Methodist Episcopal
church has officially changed the
name of the denomination to the
io Christian Methodist Episcopalchurch.
The General Conference of the
CME church which met in Mem-
phis, May, 1954, overwhelmingly
passed a resolution to change the
term "colored" to "Christian".
I Tax return forms are mailed out
about Jan. 1 to those who have
previously notified the District Di-
rector of having agricultural em-
ployees. Farmers, who must make
these tax returns and have not
yet written for the proper forms,
should write the District Director
of Internal Revenue, Nashville,
Tenn., immediately in order to be
sure of getting the report filed be-
fore the Jan. 31 deadline, Mr. Gre-
aney urged.
Hu Epidemic
Hits Jamaica
KINGSTON, Jamaica — (INS)
—Hundreds of cases of Influenza
ere reported in Jamaica last
week as the Caribbean area was
gripped by a severe cold spell.
For the first time in memory,
ice was discovered at the top of
7,402-foot Blue Mountain.
The cold spell reached all the
way to Panama in Central Ameri-
ca. On Tuesday, Balboa Heights
recorded a temperature of 65 de-
grees, lowest in nearly 32 years.
Panama City registered 59-de-
grees.
GOO SW, LET THE 1v4TER5 oN DER
THE mE.P41114 BE GATHEF4ED 'WM
UNTO Oh2 PLACE AND LET
THE DfD LAND APPEAR!'
DR. LINDSLEY F. KIMBALL,
executive vice - president of
the Rockefeller Foundation,
and national chairman of the
record - breaking 1955 United
Negro College Fund campaign
was presented with a bound
volume of 31 letters of thanks
Sponsored By,
TRADE MARK
AMERICA'S FAVORITE
MILK and ICE CREAM
from the UNCF member col-
lege presidents by Dr. F. D.
Patterson (left) while W. J.
Treat, jr., UNCF executive di-
rector looks on. Dr. Patterson
is president and founder of the
Fund which raised a record
total of 91,624,965 in contribu-
tions to last year's appeal. The
money is distributed among 31
private colleges located in the
South, and will be used for
student scholarship aid, facul-
ty salaries and other current
operating expenses.
'State To Start
Bible Project
On Jan. 29
Solons Map Plans For
Omnibus Rights' Bill
1 WASHINGTO
N — Several representatives of both 1 
political parties held a parley in the office of Cong. HughPolly of aVashingliiii.1
By MABEL B. CROOKS
Dr. John H. Satterwhite, re-
search fellow at Brown Univer-
sity School of Theology, will con-
duct Tennessee State university's
second annual Bible Study Project
beginning Sunday, Jan. 29.
For this campus-wide project,
the Book of Ephesians will be stud-
ied for guides for modern living.
Dr. Satterwhite, who is on sab-
batical leave from the deanship of
Hood Theological Seminary of Liv-
ingstone College in Salisbury, N.
C. will council with students in-
dividually and in groups — during
the four days.
The activity is sponsored by the
Inter-Faith Council, made up of
representatives of denominations
on the campus, in conjunction with
the Student Christian Association.
Student-conducted prayer a n d
buzz sessions called "Beehives"
have been planned. These will be
held in living areas by students
both on and off the campus. Sher-
chairman; Ernest McNeill of
Memphis. Junior Political Sci-
ence major, is general Bible
project chairman.
Helping Hand
Starts Drive
On Education
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According to the USDA this
year's potato crop is of the high-
est quality and the growers are
sending their best to the market.
Potatoes pack good food value
under their brown jackets. When
you eat them daily, they provide
as much as one-fourth of your
vitamin C quota, besides some of
the B vitamins, iron and other
important minerals and starch.
A good way to take advantage
of this low-Cost energy-giving
vegetable is by serving a good
chowder. This is a recipe your
family will like and is made from
foods you usually have in your
kitchen.
TASTY CHOWDER
Saute' slowly until lightly browned:
1-2 cup chopped salt pork and
Add saute' until golden brown:
1 medium sized onion
Add and simmer
2 cups diced potatoes
2 cups water
1 cup tomatoes
1 No. 2 can of corn
When the potatoes are cooked
tender remove from the stove and
add two cups milk. Then heat just
before serving. This makes about
6 cupfuls to take care of hearty
winter appetites.
The first educational drive of
the Helping Hand Industries, Inc., . Dr. Jean Harris
was held a fortnight ago with
Miss Delores Purnell, Porter Jun. 1 Residen
ior High teacher, as guest speak-1 RICHMOND — Becoming a
er. I "First" is getting to be old stuff
Also appearing were a number for Dr. Jean Harris.
of church workers. Purpose of the The attractive young woman was
educational drives is to set up a
fund to enable ambitious young
people to get an education.
Presented by Miss Alice B. Har-
ris. Grant teacher, Miss Purnell,
who is a member of the St. Jude
Baptist church, spoke on "Life's
So-Called Little Things."
She told an enthusiastic audience
that many of the little things of
life are in reality the big things,
the meaningful ones.
Mrs. E. M. Owens. of Union
Grove Baptist church, served as
mistress of ceremonies, and Rev.
C. J. Gaston led devotion. L. Van
Johnson and Mrs. A. G. Har-
vey contributed excellent solos. Se-
t Medic
the first Negro admitted to the
Medical college of Virginia and
1 the first to enter in its four hos-
pitals.
She recently chalked up still
another by being appointed to a
three-year residency in St. Philip
hospital operated by the college
of Richmond.
Dr. Harris said her presence at
the college and hospital proved ed-
ucational for her and the other
students.
Since she was admitted to, the
college in 1951, other Negro stu-
dents have been accepted.
Mashed or baked potatoes serv-
ed ‘Aith roast pork make another
combination for economy and good
eating. Pork is a USDA plentiful
and so is fruit. so why not try a
grapefruit and apple salad for
brightening up the evening meal
This salad has a lot of eye and
taste appeal as it is crisp, tasty,
and slightly tart.
Now, This Is Good
A combination of grapefruit sec-
tion", slices of unpeeled app/es,
and a mound of cottage cheese on
crisp lettuce is especially good
topped with tomato French dress-
ing.
%Ingredients are: 1 grapefruit
2 red apples. 1 cup cottage cheese.
tomato French dressing, lettuce.
Peel grapefruit and carefully re-
move the sections. Wash apples
cut into quarters without peeling.
and cut into thin slices, arranging
them between grapefruit section
on lettuce. To one side, place
mound of cottage cheese. Top
with tomato French dressing.
Tomato French Dressing: In a
quart jar, mix together I cup to-
mato soup, 1-2 cup salad oil, 1-2
cup milk vinegar, 2 teaspoon,
sugar and 1-2 teaspoon each of
salt, thyme, and marjoram. Seal
with rubber ring and cover, and
shake well. If desired use lemon
juice for half the vinegar.
Laymen League
Dates Program
The Laymen League of the An
tioeh Missionary Baptist church
of 1377 Bellevue. are sponsoring
utilizing program on Sunday, Jan
22, beginning at 3 p.m.
Speake; for the program will
be Ernest Brazzle, Shelby Farm
agent, who will deliver an au-
dress dedicated to boys and men
of all ages.
Music will be furnished by the
Gospel Temple Male chorus anti
the North Memphis Male chorus
Prof. Edward Gray will serve
Two deadly poisons, sodium and as master of ceremony. The pub
The group decided to abandon lected poems were recited by Mrs. chlorine, are combined to produce 1 lic is invited.
Scott (R.. l'a.), late Thursday afternoon, to map out strat- Ada Fields and Miss Delia V. the common and harmless table i bread Reedany attempt to pass an FEPC bill
egy on the passage of civil rights legislation. :.nd concentrate on an omnibus Jones.
The group agreed to talk with members of the Juditi , hill guaranteeing Negroes the right 1
ary Committee, headed by Cong. to vote and physical 
protection.1
Emanuel Celler (0., N. Y. i, to both parties in the House interest-
1
The group also outlined specific '
evaluate the prospects foi/ the pas- ed in civil rights legislation. It will ' 
ps tueisphsi nigh e p• a ws soaugled toafk et hfeo r a bill.e co m -
discuss the civil rights message. 
Attendin 'g the meeting were Clar-sage of civil rights measures. , then hold a general gathering to
ence Mitchell, director of t h e
-They also received assurances
from the Attorney General's office
that a message containing specif-
ic proposals on Civil Rights legis-
lation could be expected in the
near future.
After receipt of such message,
the group agreed that it would
take council with all members of
MILTON SCHAEFFER
Lincoln - Mercury
WEST MEMPHIS
'56
MEI3RSVIZYS
$195 DOWN
36 MONTHS TO PAY
LOW FINANCE CHARGES
See Or Call James Nichols
NICHOLS
West Memphis
Memphis Phone 8-6859
OPEN NIGHTS TILL 9:00 P. M.
Clarence Mitchell, director of
the Washington Bureau. NAACP,
attended the meethig along with
Washington bureau, NAACP; dem-
ocratic congressmen John D. Din-
goll, Charles Diggs, Adam Clay-
Democratic Congressmen John D ton Powell, James Roosevelt and
Dingell and Charles C. Diggs Richard Bolting, and republican
of Michigan, Adam C. Powell. Scott, John W. Heselton and Thom-
James Roosevelt (Calif.) a n d as M. Polly.
Richard Bolling of Mo.; and Re-
publican Reps. Scott, John W. Santiago, Chile, was founded in
Heselton (Mass.) and Thomas M. the year 1541.
REPORT OF CONDITIONS OF
Tri-State Bank of Memphis
Of Memphis in the State of Tenness'ee
At the Close of Business. December -31, 1955
ASSETS
"Cash-, balances with other banks, including reserve
balances and cash items in process of collection $ 372,642.02
United States Government obligations, direct and
guaranteed . . 561,369.01
Obligations of states and political subdivisions 590,293.85
Other bonds, notes and debentures 40,320.74
Loans and discounts ( including overdraft. none) 1,379.893 76
Bank premises owned  $19,459.94
Furniture and fixtures . 10.173.08 29.633 02
Real estate owned other than bank premises .. 18,534.29
Other assets 2.977.21
TOTAL ASSETS   52,995.663.90
LIABILITIES
Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships and
corporations   9997,192.29
Time deposits of individuals, partnerships and
corporations 1,452,126.06
Deposits of United States Government (including
postal savings) 37,454.99
Deposits of states and ,political subdivisions  103,375.00
Deposits of banks   47,500.00
Other deposits (certified and officers' checks, etc.) 7,284.63
TOTAL DEPOSITS  92,644,932.97
Other liabilities . 12,010.62
TOTAL LIABILITIES    52.656.943.59
. CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
Capital*  $ 200.000.00
Surplus ... ........ ........— ........ 100,000.00
Undivided Profits  .......38720.31
TOTAL CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL
ACCOUNTS
*This bank's capital consists of common
value of 9200,000.00.
338,720.31
92,995.663.90
stock with total par
MEMORANDUM
Assets pledged or assigned to secure liabilities
and for other purposes  261,14312
Loans as shown above are after deduction of
reserves of   $19,612.18
I, Jesse H. Turner, cashier of the above-named hank, do
solemnly affirm that the above statement is true, and that
it fully and correctly represents the true state of the several
matters herein contained and set forth, to the best of my
knowledge and belief.
JESSE H. TURNER, Cashier
Correct—Attest
A. Maceo Walker
Geo. W. Lee
J. E. Walker, Directors
State of Tennessee, County of Shelby, as:
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 3rd day of Jan-
uary, 1956, -and I hereby certify that I am not an officer or
director of this bank.
(SEAL) B. F. Jones, Notary Public
My commission expires Jan. 22, 1956.
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporatios
Is president;
0. V. Garner, pastor
Res
WALLACE JOHNSTON Appliances
brings you
G. E. 's NEW LIGHTWEIGHT TV
THE MOST USEFUL TV EVER!
4
Goes where  =sof INDOORS, OUTDOORX
ALL AROUND THE HOU=
ACTVAiir is one-therd smaller then sew (idler 71
of its type. Take it on trips. From room to mom.
One on the terrace. Anywhere there's SG 041SISIL
Features rugged Witt-in-travel cabinet, beik-in
antenna. Dynapower speaker, 2-we interiseanni
protection. In cord:woo finiels. Modal WOOL
ire:T 
two-se
ear look. Custer Kindle Is
ebe ammo wi •sh 
stoniness. Available le Ism
setts & ivory (Model 1471099
sir gray & fame/ (
leT008) ... le. primer
111-isee 141"
$11995
Easy Terms
We Sell All G. E. Appliances Made
We Deliver - We Install - We Service
We Carry Our Own Notes And Contract's
• TWO LOCATIONS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
BOTH OPEN EVERY NIT1 TIL 9 P.M.
760 UNION at Forrest Park 2268 PARK atLamar-Airways Shopping Center
JA. 7-2631 33-8507
salt.
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DEAR MME. CHANTE: I havel
a problem that my two girl
friends in whom I have confided
insist I should not ask you about
but in spite of a promise not to
do so I am writing you anyway.
It is this: I am 17 and con-
sidered very attractive. I have
long hair and light skin with what
even my dentist says, is a pretty
set of testh. I like to go out
with fellcws but have been de-
nied that chance by both my moth-
have both argued that a girl
should not attend parties or go to
movies unless chaperoned. Well,
Mme. Chante to make a story
short my mother is 30 years older
than I am and much less attrac-
tive and in addition is not very
well, so my step father tells me.
She is unable to carry on in the
house or work as she once did.
And now Mme. 1 have fallen in
love with her husband who, as
you know is not my father and he I
is in love with me. I think it
comes from our being thrown to-
gether so much and loarning to
like the same things. I have tried
to make myself believe there is
no harm in this affair since I see
absolutely no other fellows and
he spends all his spare time with
me alone. Frankly I think in the
event something should happen
to my mother I would consent to
marry her husband. I love him
that much. What, oh, what do you
think. Madame. What should I do?
ANSWER: You and your step-
father have done it already —
that something you should never
have abed to happen — fall in
Love. It is not at all unlikely
that your mother reasons what
Is happening from a woman's in. $ 1-2 nches tall and weigh 135
stinct. This may well be a contri. lbs. I would like to hear from
boys and girls around my age
from all over the U. S. C. Barretto
2nd Caledonia Rd., Lower S a n
Juan, Trinidad. BWI.
s s
DEAR MME. CHANTErs Chica-
go Veteran, unmarried. Would like
to meet a nice woman for a
wife 86 or 46 years of age, who
likes to go to church, stay at
home and does not drink strong
drinks. I am 1 ft 10 14 inches,
tall, brown skin, weigh 111 lbs.,
born in Alabama. Answer by mail
or telegram Edward Parker, 1822
South St. Louis Ave.. Chicago at,
buting factor in her lack of good
health. There is no excuse for the
actions of either you or your step-
father. Try and come to your sens-
es and get out of this situation.;
Tour stepfather won't. You'll have I
*ou, perhaps, than anyone else in
the world. Don't continue helping
sap the strength from her body
and causing her to worry inward-
ly as you are very, very likely
doing at this time. She won't say
anything to you to indicate she
knows what is happening. That is
love. The kind only a mother can
have for a child.
• • •
DEAR MME. CHANT E1I have'
bees reading your corner for a,
very much, although this is my I
first time writing to you and may-
be you can help me as you have
helped others. I am 19 years old
and have one daughter four years
old. I weigh 160 lbs. and 5 ft 7 in.
light brown complexion. I like all
sports. I am interested in meeting
a young man about 5 ft 8 in. or
6 ft., about the ages 23 to 28.
Send picture in first letter. I want I
a man that isn't hard to get along
with. Ruby Manuel, 38 N. Eliza-
beth, Chicago, Ill.
• • •
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am a
young lady of 26 years old, medi-
um brown complexion, black hair.
brown eyes, 5 ft. 10 in. I would
like pen pals between the ages of
26 to 32. Will answer all letters
and exchange photos. My weight
is 185 lbs. Elizabeth Sherrell, 6315
Ingleside, Chicag 37, III.
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
very much interested in having
my name published in the pen pal
column. I am a Jamaican. now
living at Milton New York in
the United States of America. I de-
sire to find my self a nice mate,
who would be interested in get-
ting married. I am 28 years old,
Cecil C. Howell. C-0 M. S. Ha-
zen, Milton. New York..
settle for pen pals later? Would
like to meet men between the ages
40 and 50, clean habits, smoke or
drink moderately and a good mix-
er. I am a widow not beautiful
nor wealthy just a working wom-
an. I am 5 ft 2 inches, weight
150 lbs.. light brown skin a n d
black hair. I am in the nursing
profession, private duty and away
from home most of ate time. I
find time hanging ratter heavily
op my hands when I am at home.
Would also like to hear from per-
sons outside the U. S.. BWI Cuba.I
ters and exchange photos. Hattie
C. Hamilton, 4124 S. E. 32nd Ave.
Portland, Ore.
• • •
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I ould
like to join your club and I have
once been in your club when I
as staying at Schlater, Miss., and
I stopped getting letters so I de-
cided to rejoin. I am a lonely
young lady and am very interest-
ed in getting letters from Billikens
my age. I am 18 years. My hob-
bies are singing, playing games
such a basketball, football, volley-
ball and etc. I am tired of drift-
ing long in this world alone. I
am very interested in marrying
some nice young man who c a n
give me security. I hope you can
help me and hope I will start get-
ting letters soon. Earnestine V.
Williams, Rte. 8 Box 136, Andal-
usia, Ala.
• 0
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
anxious to become one of your
many members. I am 28 years old
and unmarried. My hobbies a r e
sewing, making artificial flowers,
icing cakes and writing. I am 5 ft.
• • •
DEAR MME. CHANT& I have
no horn. no car. I am a man 18
years of age 5 ft. 9 inch. weight
170 lbs. I would like to corres-
pond with a woman with mar-
riage the object, with the follow-
ing qualifications. She must be
neat and clean. She must be
Christian indeed and not in word.
She must be betvveen the ages of!
32 and 42. weight 110 to 160 lbs.,1
height 5 ft 2 inches to 5 ft 10 in-
ches, well built and attractive, '
You see it would be a pleasure
to make a woman happy who puts
forth effort to make others happy.
I have a nice job. If some woman
with these qualifications cares to
write who lives out of the city of
Chicago please send photo in first
letter M. Dawson, 1210 S. Wash-
tenaw, Chcago 8, Ill.
DEAR MME. CHATE: It is
ms wish to have pals in USA and I
I shall therefore be very pleased
if you will publish my name and
address for readers who may
be interested. Samuel I. La a al. 28
Balogun St. Lagos. Nigeria. West
Afriba: 1
• • •
DEAR ME. CHANTE: I am a
widow 34 ears of age, weight 162, •
height 5 ft. 7 inches. black hair
and black eyes. I am very quiet
and a hard working woman. I
would like to meet a nice man
that doesn't drink to much, smok-
ing is okay, but no gambling. Age
between 36 and 50. He must be
interested in getting married and
want to get ahead in life and
have a good job. Catherine Hus-
band, 720 E. 16th St.. Laurel, Miss.
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am a
bachelor 37 years old, 5 ft. 8 inch.
and 155 lbs., who needs the love,
companionship and help of a sin-
cere woman 35 to 40. under 135
lbs. Attractive and intelligent with
a bit of the "Drama" in her, and
want to attain the better things in
life. She must be willing to help
me develop the tamils holdings
which are in several aections of
the country. Only a sincere letter
will be answered. J. Cooper. 340
•Liethfield, Elmont. Long Island, N.
Y.
* • •
DF.AR MME. CHANTE: Maybe
OU cat help me find pen pals. I
read your column and find it most
Intere ling rlt,ht now. I am a bit
mixed up and confused to will
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
Informed that you are the only
one who can help me to corres-
pond with a pen pal. I hereby I
apply for a male, age 23 to 36. Al-
boa Braithwaite, 23 Rodney Road,
Whitfield Town, P. 0. Kingston,
Jamaica, BWI.
DEAR MME, CHANTE: I am
very lonely and I would like to
correspond with some young men
between the ages of 19 and 23. I
am a senior in high school. 18
years old, brown eyes, balck hair.
5 ft 6 inches tall, dimples and
considered nice looking. I don't
drink and smoke very little. \Ter-
line Sledge. 3841 Boulevard Ave.,
Peoria, Ill.
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I'm a
young bachelor from Jamaica re-
siding in England, and at times
I'm lonely. I would like to have
pen pals in the USA. I am 22 years
old, five ft. 8 inches tall, balck
hair and dark complerion. I am
a tailor by trade. Will someone
please write to me? Nevelle A.
Edwards. 424 Caledonian Road.
London. N. 7. England.
Many Tenants Deserting
Dixie, Others Buy Farms
WASHINGTON — Although 336,-
000 white and colored farmers in
the South, mostly tenants, left ag-
riculture between 1950 and 1955,
accounting for 56 percent of the
nation's total decline in the num-
ber of farms, other operators in
the region climbed into ownership
of family-sized units and built
modern homes.
Take Tally Watson, a former
tenant and day-laborer who now
owns a 200-acre diversified farm
and an attractive home near
Fort White, Fla. He and Mrs. Wat-
son set their hearts on having a
farm and home of their own in
1930.
But after eight years of tenant
farming and working in a lime-
stone plant, they weren't any clos-
IT TOOK 26 YEARS for Mn
and Mrs. Tally Watson of Fort
White, Fla., to reach their
goal of a farm and modem
er to their goals.
QUITS PLLAT
Maybe if he quit his plant job
and took work on a nearby farm,
they could make more headway,
they said to themselves.
So in 1938 Watson became a
plowhand and soon was promoted
from a two-mule walking plow to
a riding cultivator, then to a trac-
tor, and finally assistant manager
of the 2,000-acre farm.
Payday after payday, the Wat-
sons put something aside for a
farm. First, they bought 40 acres;
later they added 160 more. Since
1951, they have been living on their
farm in a modern home which they
helped to build.
They have hot and cold running
water, a bathroom, a gas range,
a home freezer, and a washing
machine. "This is so different
from the two-room shack we used
to live in," says Mrs. Watson. Her
home agent, Miss Gladys Wilkins,
helped plan her new home.
S2,000 FROM TOBACCO
On their 200-acre farm are three
acres of tobacco which bring about
$2,000 a year, seven acres of pea-
nuts for market and 60 for their
90 head of hogs to feed on right in
the field.
Also they raise 70 acres of corn
for their hogs and 18 head of beef
cattle. Following the advice of
their county agent, McKinley Jef-
fers, they have increased their
corn yield from 12 to 30 bushels
per acre by planting and plowing
under lupine to enrich their land.
home of their own, but they adjusts mower are Miss Glad-
never gave up. In this photo, Ys Wilkins, home agent; Mrs.
Watson (left) prepay", to mow siL Watson and Miss Flay Britt,
the lawn. Looking to while he '',district extension home agent.
To help provide some year-round
for their children's education,
Mrs. Watson has taken a job as
I school lunch cook at the junior
high school.
"Some farmers are pulling up
I stakes and moving to town," says
Watson, "but I think we are going
to be able to make it on the farm.
This is what we have worked for
and this is what we want."
1,000 LEFT
Since 1950, more than 1,000 color-
ed operators have left Florida
farms, while about 2,000 whites
have moved to them. It is the
only state showing an increase in
farms since 1950.
According to preliminary 1955
census of agriculture data, there
are now 51,458 white farm opera-
tors in Florida, and only 6,085 col-
ored.
In the entire South there are
335,817 fewer farmers than there
were five years ago. The decline
includes 209.548 tenants and 126,-
269 owners. There is a decrease
in the number of farms in other
regions also. The North shows a
decline of 224,978, and the West,
39.974.
Civil Rights
Congress Quits
NEW YORK — After six years
of activity, the Civil Rights Con-
gress will dissolve according to
William L. Patterson, executive
secretary. The congress is com-
posed of 19 chapters scattered
across the country.
This action was decided follow-
ing the ruling last month by the
Subversive Activities Control
Board that the congress should
register with the Attorney General
as a subversive organization.
The congress has been in trouble
since 1951 when four top Com-
munists jumped a combined bail
of $80,000 which the congress had
posted.
People, Places and Things
Team COUNTING on oollectingf
would do well to pay more thanl
Social Security benefits at 65
passing attention to Social Se-
curity proposals now pending in .
Congress.
MORRIS D. De Castro, former
governor of the Virgin Islands,
told the committee on Interior
and Insular Affairs last week that
the people of the Virgin Islands
should be permitted to elect their
own governor, beginning in 1956;
have more self-rule; should be
recognized as a developed and
cultured people instead of colon-
ials, and should be recognized as
the good, loyal Americans they
are.
THE CIVIL RIGHTS Congress,
long tagged as subversive by the
Department of Justice, last week
voted to dissolve.
W. P. Dabney, 65, Of
Central State, Dies
WILBERFORCE, Ohio — Wil-
liam P. Dabney. 65, employee of
Central State college for 21 years,
died at his home on the campus
and funeral services were held in
Galloway auditorium Jan. 4, Pres-
ident Charles H. Wesley delivered
the eulogy. Surviving are:
His widow, Mrs. Ida M. Dab-
ney, two daughters, Misses Hazel
and Betty J. Dabney; a son,1
Charles. of Paris, Ky.: Mr. and
Mrs. William Dabney of Philadel-
phia: a grandson, two brothers,
Lincoln of New York City and
Pearl of Lakin, W. Va.
About one out of every 10 pas-
senger cars and more than one out
of every four trucks in the US is
used in farming operations, a com-
bined total of 6.406.000 motor ve-
hicles,
IN 10 YEARS CARE (the Coop-
erative Association for Remittan-
ces Everywhere has received
from the field some 19 million
personally signed receipts f o r
CARE packages. These packages
had fed 76 million people, and
the food value represented 2.100,
has been contributed to CARE
and, in the last three years, 12,-
75,000 has been sent in, one dol-
lar at a time.
JOSEPHLNE Ripley, staff corres-
pondent for the Christian Sci-
that African babies in the bush
country cried at the sight of
Ohio's. congressman, Frances
P. Bolton (R),. because her skin
was white. The congresswoman's
2,000-mile, safari in Africa took
her into mud-hut villages and big
cities, hospitals and homes.
PRIME MINISTER Nehru has ap-
pealed to the scientists of tht
world to "look at life" as an in-
tegrated whole, to think of the
consequences of their actions and
to guide people's thinking in the
right direction. Nehru was inau-
gurating the 43rd annual session
of the Indian Science Congress at
Agra.
THE NEW president of A & T col-
lege at Greensboro, N. C., may
be named in advance of the reg-
ular annual meeting of college
trustees, usually held in May, to
succeed Dr. F. D. laluford ho
died Dec. 21.
A VARIETY of job assignmeots
marked the early career of Roy
Wilkins, executive secretary for
the NAACP. As did many other
Negro leaders, the brilliant N. A.
A. C. P. head found employment
during his college days at the
University of Minnesota, with the
railroad industry, working as a
waiter and Red Cap.
THE APPOINTMENT of Charles
T. Williams as national brands
development manager for Schen-
ley Distillers, was announced in
New York last week by Sidney
Frank, president and general
sales manager of the company.
NEARLY 3,000,000 polio fighters
are working as a mighty army to
collect March of Dimes funds.
IN BIRMINGHAM (Alabama) last
week, Irving E. Fullington. pres-
ident of the Birmingham Federa-
tion of Teachers announced that
his group has withdrawn from
the American Federation of
Teachers in a dispute over ra-
cial policies. He said the Birming-
ham union, with more than 300
classroom teachers, broke with
the national group over efforts to
force the local chapter to change
Its constitution to admit Negroes.
DR. W. E. Jernagin, president of
the National Sunday School Bap-
tist Training Union Congress, is-
sued a call last eek for a meet-
ing of the congress in a mid-win-
ter session at Hot Springs, Ark.
CONGRESSMAN Charles C. Diggs,
jr., of Detroit, Mich., said last
week that President Eisenhow-
er's State of the Union message,
for the most part, contained no
bold new program, but generally
restated a program already iden-
tified with the present adminis-
tration and flavored strongly with
the New Dealism and Fair Deal-
ism characteristic of the Roose-
velt and Truman eras.
BEGINNING TWO weeks ago at
sunset one evening, reverent fol-
lowers of the Ethiopian Orthodox-
Coptics turned their attention to
the Holy Christmas Day celebra-
tion which falls on Jan. 7, each
year. The Ethiopian Coptics in
New York were joined by repre-
sentative of many African or-
ganizations which took part in
festivities.
N C .3q ...444t1 TADN'T
qou roLLOW LANDING
NS-fRuc-r‘oNS?
ROI KILEY SAYS
Travel Agency I carriers have become aware of
Back in the infancy of the Chi- the number of Negroes traveling,
and have improved their policies.
Back in the days whets Robert
S. Abbott was traveling a request
for first-class accommodations oft-
en created embarrassing situa-
tions. For in those days few Ns-
cago Defender, Julius Avendorph,
a prominent figure in Negro so-
ciety who had been writing sports,
was made the Defender's first so-
ciety editor. He lifted the position
to such importance that he came
gto be regarded as a sort of dark- roes had the means to travel, so
the steamship lines, for example,skinned Ward McAllister until his
death in 1923. had not had to face the decision of
ant force in Chicago's social and
cultural life.
Now comes his son, Fred W.
Avendorph, to produce an idea
which will tap the vast travel
market among Negroes. He has
established a travel agency in the
newly - upholstered lobby of the
Sutherland Hotel. His outfit is
known as the Welcome Tours &
Travel Service, and has been cer-
tified to provide reservations for
railroads, airplanes, steamships
and bus travel.
DUKE'S MANAGER
Fred Avendorph once was sec-
retary to and assistant road man-
ager for Duke Ellington. He him-
self has done considerable travel-
ing, and is well aware of the prob-
lems for Negro travelers. For ex-
ample, he is prepared to offer
suggestions as to what resorts are
open to Negro clientele in the U. S.,
and can arrange reservations for
hotels abroad.
Much of the work must neces-
sarily be missionary and educa-
tional, for until recently such a
service as he provides was not
available to the south side. The
fact is, he now gives the same
service as white agencies, and
there is no cost for this service.
Moreover, by opening offices in
the Southerland Hotel he has made
it eminently convenient for his
customers.
One of the chief reasons for the
slow growth of Negro travel agen-
cies, has been the fear of Negro
travelers that arrangements for
reservations and accommedations
would develop into racial discrimi-
nations and cause unnecessary
embarrassment But lately public
Avendorph was a Fisk univer-
sity graduate, and president of
the Columbia Baseball Club. For
more than 35 years he was an as-
sistant to John S. Reynolds, presi-
dent of the Pullman Company. But
tablished racial. policy, whichperhaps his most significant
achievement was to make the De- meant. that traditional racial ways
offensive to Negroes were in oper-fender's society pages an import-
ation.
The fact is, it proved nearly
impossible for Abbott to procure
accommodations on any line to go
to South America. He applied to
the Lamport and Holt Steamship
Company and was told no passage
was available. Abbott correctly
suspected racial discrimination. To
prove it, he had his mulatto wife
call at the company's offices.,
where she was promptly mistaken
as a white person, and was in.
stantly offered first-class ticket for
the identical ship on which her
husband had been refused passage,
Abbott, who was not a man to
take discrimination quietly, pro.
tested to Illinois Senator Medillt
McCormick, who was then a
member of the United States
shipping board. He, in turn, sharps
ly raised the question with the
top echelon of the Munson Steam*
ship Lines, and they finally pro-
vided Abbott with the accommods•
tions he desired.
But today these annoying dis-
criminations have largely passed.
Moreover, services like Fred W.
Avendorph's help to ease the way,
for he already has done much miss
sionary work among the coin-
panies. The companies have com-
mitted themselves to Negro cus-
tomers by the fact that they have
given him certification to provide
tickets on their carriers.
Nowadays Avendorph can arrange
'travel for any place in the world,
not alone for one traveler but also
for group tours. Thus, indirectly,
the air, bus, rail and steamship
lines are saying that the welcome
mat is out to Negro travelers.
Prof HERMAN
1\101111111a
.4.
CAPRICORN
Decemfer 21 — January 20
If you were born under the sign
of Capricorn, you are a practi-
cal, purposive, ambitious person.
Persons born under this sign are
never demonstrative and while
the affectional nature is deep and
sincere it is never revealed on
the surface.
Capricorn people sbould culti-
vate the light touch, and not take
life so seriously. However, this
group usually includes the great-
est business men, and by far
the majority of the hardest-work-
ing people alive. Though some-
what reserved and cautious, they
can proceed with a fair measure
of success with any idea they may
have. Their own organizing pow-
ers are such that they rarely fail
in their efforts.
Start the New Year out right
Get your NEW 1956-57 HORO-
SCOPE, at once and if you were
o
born under this sign or any other
f the 12 Zodical signs, you will Fi k G•find that your Astrological fore-,To iveS
cast will help you, send for yours
today
s
Dear Prof. Herman: I read your
column daily and find it quite in-
teresting. Will you help me with
this problem? R. G.
ANS. As your letter was quite'
long and in detail, I shall have
to answer through a private re-
ply. The column does not allow
what to do about Negro travelers.
STEAMSHIP BIAS
When the Defender's publisher,
Abbott, applied for accommoda-
tions back in the 1920's, the com-
panies were caught without an es-
'that would return them . . . hay.
ing already had enough time te
do so. if sh ereally meant to re-
turn them. 0
ea.
E. E. Will we make up?
ANS. Probing into the matter
I find that you having quarrelled
caused this break in your friend-
ship. If however you will make
an effort to talk to him concern-
ing this latter you can reach aa
understanding and resume your
former state of friendship.
• • •
ANXIOUS. Will my life be hap-
py during the New Year, Will my
financial conditions improve? What
does the future hold for me?
ANS. If you will send for
your 1956-57 Horoscope, these an-
along with other information that
may prove valuable during the
sear. Don't delay, send for Heil
once so that you can get start-
ed on the road to success.
'Service Award'
NASHVILLE — Nominations
I now are being accepted by Fisk
I university for candidates for a
new award for service in the fields
of race relations, civil liberties
and economic justice, it was an-
nounced this week.
The General Alumni Association
of Fisk and Dr. Jerome S. Davis,
sufficient space, for lengthy re- former visiting professor of relig.
plies, so you will get your re- ion at Fisk from Yale university,swer within a few days. are sponsoring the award.
To be known as the "Fisk Dis-
WORRIED. Will she return my tinguished Service Award." it will
things? c.rry a cash honorarium of $500.
ANS. A careful analysis of It honors Dr. Davis' father who
your question indicates the fact
that you loaned your evening
dress and sonic accessories to a
girl friend and she hasn't return-
ed them. You may have to go
get your things, as she doesort
seem to be the type of person
worked for racial equality.
Nominations should be sent to
Awards Committee Alumni office
Fisk university, Nashville 8. Tenn,
Winner will be announced at the
May 28 commencement exercises
1 of Fisk.
OBSERVATIONS
by Charles L. Browne
Subtlety
WHEN I start to read the paper. . .Or look at our T.V.
_It's just the time she chooses. . .To start and talk with me
At first she'll ask a question that, I. . .Answer with a grunt
And then sbe fires a few more, and. . .1 sound a few more grunts.
Then there's an ominous silence. . I know what's coming next
The constant wail of all our wives. . .Complaining wife.negleet
Experience, ah the teacher. . .S0 thorough and complete
So with all such wifely protests. . .I'm well prepared to meal
Yes I quickly drop my paper. . Or desert my Telesis
And I don't think she knows it, atm. . .Rut truly it is MN
I start the ball a-rolling, just. . .To do what 1 do, do!
•
•
•
• OrVe
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Our Opinions
Basis Of Qualification
If it were not so tragic an example of
the inequities of the Southern political sys-
tem, it might be laughable to note that the
chairman of the Senate Sub-Committee to
investigate subversion in America is Senat-I or James 0. Eastland of Mississippi.
The fact that he is, makes it anything
but funny and therein - lies a great danger,
not just to Negroes, but to Americans of
every strata of life. It has become plain in
recent weeks, by the conduct of the Senator,
that he is using the power of his commit-
tee not to ferret out subversives as the dic-
tionary defines the word; but according to
the interpretation and the degree of offense
in the eyesight of the Senator, instead he
's persecuting anyone who opposes the tac-
tics of the bigots like himself to exploit,
abuse and degrade one section of the popu-
lace because of the color of their skin.
The Senator fancies himself as a hero
of the South upholding the sacredness of
white supremacy. Like the late, Theodore
"The Man" I3ilbo, he has even used the
floor of the United States Senate to utter
obscenities and to propound his belief in
the inferiority of the Negro. As revolting
as his conduct has been, nobody has raised
a voice against him, because of the enor-
.4p morous privileges that a U. S. Senator en-
joys.
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No Hiding Place Down
Virginians in unprecedented numbers
turned out last week for a special polling
on whether to hold a state convention to
amend the constitution. This was the first
legal test of how to circumvent the Supreme
Court .decision in the Schools cases.
The people of the state approved by 2-1
the measure which will abolish Virginia's
public school system and subsidize private
schooling to keep from obeying the order to
integrate. The only thing wrong about the
plan is that it won't work. There are e‘en
those who approve of continued segregation
who realize that whenever this new plan of
using public tax funds to subsidize private
schools comes up to the Supreme Court —
and it certainly will, it is sure to be denied
The Voice Is Stilled
Never has silence been so "deafening",
(and so embarassing) than presently at
the Washington headquarters of the United
States' gigantic world propaganda machine,
the Voice of America.
There's consternation aplenty in VOA
circles here, as reports from representa-
tives all over the world herald the news
that "Uncle Sam's" stock abroad is at the
lowest point in history. What's worse, (one
VOA official reported in an "off the record"
session recently) the VOA is being chided
for its ineffectual attempts to "ignore" the
disgrace of Mississippi and Virginia.
The "Voice," which tried to offset the
When he speaks to "the rednecks" in his
constituency, he fans their prejudices to
get their votes, but he does little or nothing
to improve their pitiable economic plight.
They are the victims, as much as the vote-
less Negroes, of demagoguery.
A few weeks ago, the Senator spear-
headed a meeting of the most reactionary
racist diehards in the South called in Mem-
phis, Tenn. to formulate new ways of dis-
obeying the Constitution of the United
States and "keeping the Negro in his
place." The Senator, in a speech to the
group, called for defiance of the Supreme
Court, fighting the NAACP, and the CIO.
It is hard for us to see how any man
who is advocating open insurrection against
the government of the United States can
preside over an investigation into so-called
"un-American activities."
The Senator has just finished stalking
subversives in the American Press. By an
odd coincidence, most of the witnesses he
subpoenaed were from the New York Times,
a paper which has been an unrelenting crit-
ic of the methods of the Senator and those
of his ilk.
It seems to us that it is high time the
American people wake up and realize that
bigots like termites can destroy the whole
house unless they are checked at the source.
Here
because it is nothing more than a way to
obstruct the law of the land.
At least three Southern states are defy-
ing the recent ICC order to integrate in
inter-state travel. Some others say they
will observe the order, but they will still en-
force intra-state segregation laws. All is
confusion in the midst of which, some color-
ed folks have been using the white rest
rooms in railroad waiting rooms and the
white folks didn't know whether they were
inter or intra or whether they were just
local folks not going anywhere but just
trying out integrated toilets!
As the old saying goes, you can run, but
you can't hide and that's the way it is on
this integration. Looks like that try as hard
as they will the white folks just can't hide
this pesky Negro.
Last week, here in the vicinity
of Memphis, America and t h e
world received a blue-print for the
effective and arnica. le settlement
of all matters of race relations.
A pattern was set which should
receive the concentrated interest
and study of all classes and colors
of folk. It is a pattern which most
nearly aproximates the ideal of
life in a democracy where indix-
idual worth is appreciated, regard•
less of race, creed, or color.
bitter memory of Emmet Till's murder by
Jamming the world's airways with news of
Louis Armstrong's triumphant invasion of
Europe via the medium of jazz, can find
no effective antidote for the slap in the
face of Democracy ,delivered recently by
voters in Virginia, "the birthplace of Amer-
ican presidents."
Virginia's plan to circuvent the Supreme
Court decision against segregation in pub-
lic schools, may inadvertently sound the
death knell for the Voice of America; since
this Democratic propaganda organ cannot
hope to erase a nation's shame with a few
hours of jazz music, and thousands of op-
timistic editorials.
What The People Say.
Wants NAACP Fund port provided by your newspaper
Dear Editor: in our recent Toys for Tots pro-
f might be a voice crying in the gram.It would be. unfair to emphasizewilderness but after reading the
various reports coming out of the the contributions of any individ-
deep South, I think that a million uals or organizations, but t h e
dollar Endowment Fund should be heartwarming response of gener-
set up in the name of the NAACP ous.citizens made possible the col-
of which this Organization would lection and distribution of 150,000
receive the interest returns off of toys in the Chicagoland area. —
this Endowment Fund. W. E. Stuenkel, Major, U. S. Ma-
The principal of this foundation rifle Corps and Frank R. Ander-
could be distributed among the son, Captain, U. S.
various government and state su-
pervised banking institutions of the
South operated by our people so
as to help them lend money to
worthy persons who cannot se-
cure loans from white banks.
This drive could be sponsored by
the Negro newspapers, bankers,
associations, insurance companies
of our race plus any other busi-
ness or church leader.
If the white businessmen of Vir-
ginia can set up an Endowment
Fund of over one million dollars
to underwrite a graduate school
of business at the University of
Virginia, I cannot see why one
million Negroes cannot put up $1
Endowment Fund for the benefit
of themselves through the NAACP
plus it would help the banks of
colored to aid victims of the White
South reprisal. This drive could
cover a period of two to four
years. — Richard J. Roane, Rich-
mond, Va.
From The Marines
Dear Editor:
The Marines Reserves at 500 W.
36th at., would like to take this
opportunity to thank you, your
staff and readen for the kne sup-
Marine Corps.
Bad crossing
Dear Editor:
I can your attention to a dan-
gerous crossing at Madison and
Woods sts., here in Chicago. Sev-
eral pupils at Brown elementary
school have narrowly escaped in-
jury at the crossing.
Your influence should be used to
get four-way stop signs at the in-
tersection. — Edward Keef, 3234
Michigan.
Answers Poindexter
Dear Editor:
The letter signed Fred Poindex-
ter, in one of your recent issues, is
obviously the kind on which you
intend to build a million-dollar
plant and a daily newspaper. You
favor only letters about Mississip-
pi, and you do not care if they
contain truth.
Compare this letter with Ti-urn-
THAT'S THE WAY worship. He acted too quickly to
let all that go through his mind.
Evidently Johnny Roe was MO% ed
by "something within" him that
even he can't explain. Yet it
worked for the benefit of so many
so much. It helped more than the
three small tots whose lives he
saved. Its benefits spread all
over the community.
It happened Ike this: Three lit-
tle colored boys were trapped in a
burning house. A young white
man, a student at Memphis State
college, saw the fire and saw the
situation of the three little boys.
He rushed into the flames and res-
cued them. Then went on his way
. . .but not until he had agreed
to pose with the little tots for pic-
tures which grateful folk wanted
to take
Second phase of the heartening
picture came when the Elks' edu-
cation department, led by quick-
thinking Lt. George W. Lee the
also does a lot of deep-thinking),
voted to award the young white
college student, Johnny Roe, a
$1,000 scholarship to help him with
his college education
Herein lies the blue-print: Young
Johnny Roe didn't stop to think
about the race of those youngsters
he went to rescue. He wasn't both-
ered about integration. .even
though he attends a school which
has recently been the focal point
of one of the integration skirin.
lshes. He didn't falter in his Im-
mediate response to a huma 11
need . . . even at the risk of his Increasingly,Ncgroes are begin
own safety. He simply saw whatjeting to realize that there are blue-
he recognized as his duty and per. Prints ready at hand which poi,nt
formed It. Nine cases out of ten the way to win friends and influ-
he didn't have the remotest ex- enee people. It's a safe, bet that
pectation of any kind of reward, most if not all of the white stu-
dents who receivewhether in money or much praise. Elk scholarships
But what he did was an individ- will find much room in their
ual thing which was good for his hearts for friendship and appre-
individual soul. From now on John- ciation for Negroes and other mi.
ny Roe will enjoy a fine satisfac- nority group members. Much good
tion deep .down inside for having is bound to come from the Elk's
lived up to what Christ meant impartial policy.
when Ile said "Inasmuch as ye What the Elks have been doing,
do unto the least of these . . ." and what the Memphis Negro Elks
No doubt. Mr. Roe isn't interest- did in the case of Mr. Roe help,
ed in glowing words of praise, refute a long standing criticism
Words come easy. And no doubt he of the Negro in general. That crlt-
Isn't too much interested in the icism is that Negroes are ungrate-
monetary reward other than for ful and unappreciative for the
what it indicates, lie wasn't per- friendship, good-will, and sacrific-
forming an act of human kind- es their a ell wishers make for
ness and heroism for hire or hero- them.
Lest We Forget
Dear Editor:
This is to let you Negroes know
what the score is.
To begin with a Negro is a black,
stinking, immoral, criminally-in-
clined, prejudiced, bigoted, lazy,
inferior, second class citizen who
belongs to an inferior race and is
only worthy of such jobs as jani-
tors and maids. Occasionally a
worthwhile nigger is uncovered.
The race mixers are going to
be consumed by the wrath of the
superior whites in the next fifteen
years and the blessings of segre-
gation will be extended to Ohio,
Illinois, Indiana, and many other
states. Please note I'm a Griffin
and proud of it. — Chester Griffin,
Atlanta, Ga.
It gave people something else
to think about. . .something else
to feel. .something else to talk
about. , .somethieg else to a c t
about. . .other than the tensions
and passions stirred up currently
by marauding circumstances. It
was a clean breath of fresh air
In a fetid room.
His act provided the air needed
to stimulate the flow of gratauae
in the hearts of the hi:iv s' par-
ents. . .to stimulate the appre-
ciation and gratitude of other
members of the boys race. . .to
inspire the constructive and appre-
ciative thinking of community
leaders like Lt. George W. Lee,
and his followers, the Beak Street
Elks.
The Elks, with Lt. Lee of Mem-
phis. as their national Grand Com-
missioner of Education, have al-
ready charted a course w hich
promises much for American race
relations, if consistently followed.
They conduct natione oratorical
contests every year. The regional
winners receive educational schol-
arships which enable them to re-
ceive a college education. Under
Lt. Lee white students have won
several of the scholarships in open
competition with students of other
races. And that is as it should he.
There are great dangers in a
disillusioned and discounted youth.
Youth is planting, growing time,
also the beginning.
Old age is reaping time. One
can only reap the yield from that
which has been planted. The yield
will be in proportion to the growth
through cultivation.
Wise planters, aside from know-
ing the kind of seed to plant, must
know: the season in which to plant
and know ihow to cultivate to get
the desired yield. They -know that
weeds and grass will choke their
plants to death or starve them so
that they will not give forth the
desired harvest. They pl a n t in
faith and with hopes for a hai-
vest. Th!..y are willing to work
and wait for the harvest. Disillu-
sionment and discontent do not en-
ter the equasion. Disillusionment
and discontent are the weeds and
the grass that keep youth from
being fruitful.
The glitter of t he seemingly
great and that which is popular
too often hypnotizes youth, there
by, robbing youth of clear think-
ing, clean living and wise plan-
ning. That's disillusionment.
Discontentment makes life sour
for youth. A sour life is an un-
fruitful life. Disillusionment makes
Reward For Defiance
youth difficult. Discontentment
makes youth dangerous. Difficult
and dangerous individuals are lia-
bilities to themselves and society.
Pleasure seeking without paying
the check is the chief causes for
the disillusionment and discontent-
ment of youth. Pleasure does not
satisfy, support or sustain. Pleas-
ure is only a garnish. Pleasure
is not a full meal. That is why
it does not satisfy, support or sus-
tain life.
Pleasure is like the meringue
on the pie or the decorations on
the walls of a home. It is depend-
ant upon other supports for their
longivity and beauty.
Youth's most fruitful attitude,
also the best guarantee for good
old age harvest lies in the ability
to realize the facts of life that
things are not pert, but have the
faith and hope for a change for the
better, also must be willing to
work and wait for that change.
Work, hope, faith and patience-a-rf
man's only roads to the fruits he
seeks — which are security,
pleasure and a healthy and peace-
able life.
The time to remember and pre-
pare is before the evil days come
upon you. Sow good while it is
sowing time — In the days of thy
youth.
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Yes, He's Wrong
Dear Editor:
I noted an article that appeared
in the San Antonio, News Jan. 5,
in which the editor of the Charles-
ton. (S. C.) News, Mr. Thomas R.
Waring, gave five reasons for the
South's opposition to integration.
His five reasons were: 1. health;
2. home environment; 3. marital
habits; 4. crime; 5. intellectual de-
velopment.
Mr. Waring has painted a dark
picture of the Negro in his arti-
cle. However, he fails to show how
he came to his conclusions. If he
bull Park, Cicero, the Jim Crow actually knows of such conditions
I. C. railroad and Olivet's (Bap- existing in his state, why not try
tist church) Jim Crow President to eliminate them, instead of us-
Special; or the riot in Chicago is ing them as an excuse to got
1917, because Negro boys, Till's around school integration? Per-
age, went swimming in a white tonally, I doubt whether Mr. War-
folk's swimming hole. — George ing can prove his statements. —
B. Washingtos, Phoebus, Va. D. Jones, San Antonio, Texas.
SO WHAT?
"YOU'RE GONNA EAT UP THE STREET?
THIS I GOTTA SEE1"
gt$ IS C-012 q0U12 JIIA CROW
SCA4OOLS "qkta DISOBEY
144E LAW
. Hope Against Hope For 1956
Having lived 50 years, and real- straddle-legged like a cow to sing here in Trumbull Park, Harlem,
izing how futile it is in this world her arias. Also. I hope that splen- New Orleans, and Money, Miss.?
to hope for too much. 1 neverthe- did company, after singing Amer- THE GOVERNMENT WILL
less hope against hope that on this lean music from Europe to Latin GIVE JOE LOUIS A BREAK ON
earth during the year 1956: America to the Iron Curtain, and HIS BACK INCOME TAXES since
OUR WHITE FOLKS WILL SEE spreading American goodwill and it looks like to me the govern-
THE LIGHT and we black folks culture over half the earth to the ment should have taken out his
will not seem so much of a dark credit of our prestige abroad, have taxes when Joe was earning all
problem to them, nor their democ- been sufficiently well-paid so that that money that it seems Joe didn't
racy so much of a whitewash to THE COLORED ARTISTS N'110 get — else take those back taxes
us. nor progress in race relations CONSTITUTE THE "PORGY AND from the folks who did get Joe's
continue to be such a see-saw when BESS" COMPANY DON'T COME money, and let Joe alone. Louis
one end of democracy goes up BACK TO THE USA WITH "Plen- was a great champion and a great
and the other goes down. After tY of Nothin" as one of their guy and gave the USA and every.
nearly 100 years of Emancipa- main songs says, but return with body a'fine example of America*
tion, it is about time to strike a some loot to boot. They deserve sportsmanship and manhood and
balance. These things I hope for to have made something out of gcntlemanliness. Why take t h •
democracy's sake as much as 30 long, so arduous, and so high- bread out of his children's mouths
mine — because our white folks ly publicized a tour. now, and the money for their edu-
are way behind. ALSO I HOPE THAT ALL THE cation away? Good Joes don't
THE SINGING OF RELIGIOUS NEGROES WHO ARE FAIRLY come our way every day, do they?
SONGS IN CABARETS, THEA- SAFE FROM BODILY HARM IN Also I hope that during this
TEES. AND ON RADIO AND TV HAVENS OF THE NORTH WON'T brand new year of our Lord, 1956,
"RHYTHM AND BLUES" PRO- FORGET THEIR BROTHERS the white editors and anthologist.
CRAMS WILL CEASE. Religion AND SISTERS IN MISSISSIPPI and publishers who make all the
is one thing. Night clubs serving and will contribute regularly and big fine anthologies of American
whiskey and gin, theatres selling generously to the NAACP and prose and American poetry and
entertainment, and disc jockeys whatever agencies are gathering American humor for the libraries
plugging records are quite some- funds to help them fight the eco- and schools and colleges STOP
thing else. Besides, it's such bad nomic a n d job boycotts against LEAVING OUT OF THE AN-
taste making a production of re- them. THOLOGIES SUCH NEGRO
ligion. Is public taste really that POLITICAL DOUBLE TALK AMERICAN AUTHORS AS
low? I hope not. WILL CONFUSE NOBODY and JAMES BALDWIN, POETS LIKE
DOROTHY MAYNOR WILL that voters will remember that it GWENDOLYN BROOKS, A N D
MAKE SOME LONG PLAYING is not what an elected official HUMORISTS LIKE DAN BUR-
RECORD ALBUMS because I says, but what that official does LEY and will remember that Ne-
think she is a great singer. And that counts. Don't believe prom- groes are writers and poets and
SIDNEY POITIER WILL GET A ises. Look at past performances humorists, too — also Americans.
ROLE in motion pictures because and current activities. And, as one final hope, I hope
I know he is a fine actor — one RADIO AND RECORD PEO- against hope that the colored col-
of the best and most sympathetic PLE WILL STOP USING TRILL- leges of the deep South will steer
thespians of color to come along ING CHORUSES AND FLOSSY their student acting groups to do-
since the late Canada Lee and ARRANGEMENTS behind singers ing just one play, at least once a
EARTHA KITT WILL GET A who don't need them, and who season, by colored playrights, and
GREAT PART TO PLAY ON THE can put over a song wonderfully stop presenting DEATH TAKES
DRAMATIC STAGE because she and simply without so much fancy A HOLIDAY" AND "ANGEL
is a great little actress. noise behind them. STREET" AND "LADY WINDE-
PORGY AND BESS WILL AMERICAN DEMOCRACY MERE'S FAN" and all those over-
EVENTUALLY END ITS WORLD WILL BEGIN AT HOME and not worked white plays outdated on
TOUR and the fine company of in Pakistan, Germany, Italy, In- Broadway they seem to love to
actors and singers will come back dia, and other far off places where stage having nothing in God's
home and put on a show that col- our statesmen seem to be con- world to do with life as any of
ored folks at home can cheer, too, tinually trying to export democra- us know it in Dixie. But some
and that does not open with an cy while letting Mississippi go its things such as this. I reckon, are
interminable crap game and whose own mad way. Why go so far away just too touch to hope for. Let's
leading lady does not have to stand when there is so much to do right hope anyhow!
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Although I try to keep up with in Savannah which was a cross
the Broadway shows, catching between a burlesque house and
what I can in Chicago and Detroit, a vaudeville palace. My father
sometimes I am a year late, es- used to take me there although
pecially with a big smash hit. So I don't believe minors were allow-
it was with "Fanny". Last week ed. The old man had such a vol-
I finally made it and, believe me, canie temper that I am sure no
it will flip your lid, one had the nerve to tell him to
This musical play, as you know, keep me home.
features Ezio Pinza and Walter Anyway, I sat down in the Ma-
Slezak and it is in its second year jestic the other night in a fine, non-
at the Majestic theatre. Of course, discriminatory, orchestra seat and
none of the so-called Broadway awaited the curtain with some mis-
theatres are on Broadway and the givings. There is something wrong
Majestic is a fine old house on with my musical ear and I won-
44th at. near 8th ave. which in a dered how I would enjoy charac-
raw winter wind seems like a coun- ters who have been associated with
try mile from the Great White the Metropolitan. The program
Way. rubbed me the wrong way too be'
Anyway I got an excellent seat cause on the first page in big type
in the orchestra on the center was the following line: "In the
aisle which gave my legs plenty event of an air raid alarm remain
of room for once. I can't enjoy in your seats and obey the in-
a show from anywhere else but structions of the management."
the orchestra because I am aller- There were two other printed
gic to balconies. The prices are warnings on that first page too
frightful but what can a man do but they were concerned with fire.
about such an allergy. These were such happy notes.
Mine stems from the South Shortly after the curtain went
where as a boy I was introduced up all my restiveness, disappear-
to the theatre from a balcony seat ed. In my book it moved tociThlow-
because of segregation. I am told ly at first but the pace quickened
that I saw the great Sarah Bern- and for the next couple of hours
hardt from one of those balcony I forgot about everything but the
seats in the Savannah Theatre but future of a lass named Fanny
about the only play I can remem- whose boyfriend was in love with
ber seeing there is the "Bat" the sea.
which scared the devil out of me. It took over two hours, two acts
In those early years I also got and 26 songs for Fanny to get
some appreciation for the stage her wandering lover to come to
from the non-white Pekin theatre his senses but she, with the help
of Ezio Pinza and Walter Slezak,
finally got her man. Slezak's help
was given reluctantly because he
loved Fanny too but he was kind
enough to drop dead before lover
boy could get himself lost and
everything turned out all right.
The real thrillers, of course,
were Pinza and Slezak who de-
lighted my bad ears with their
songs and spoke their lines with
mastery. In the midst of this en-
chantment there was a brother
who danced like mad and was sev-
eral times paired with one of the
blondes in a manner that would
have made the flesh of Sen. Bilbo
creep.
The brother was dubbed "Co-
lonial Soldier" and his name is
Charles Blackwell. Incidentally, a
Turkish dancing girl, Najla Ates,
put on an act that Minsky would
have loved. I suppose the race
mixing Was acceptable to the
Southerners in the audience be-
cause the play was centered in
Marseilles, and of course, you
know those French.
Should they make this into a
movie, you won't find any brother
with his arms around red heads
and blondes, even in Marseilles.
Of course, the screen is a poor
substitute for the stage anyway
and every time I see a Broadway
show I come out feeling like a
heel for ever having gone to a'
movie. On the stage there is true,
vital life. I take Broadway mad
may heaven help Hollywood.
TR14TATE DEFENDED
Sat., Jan. If , 1956
STANDING IN FRONT of the
Administration Building at the
Memphis General Depot, Col-
onel Ottmar F. Kotick and Jeff
Taylor, of the engineer storage
division, hold onto the plaque
wee by the division in t h e
Memphis Yule Lighting con-
test. Taylor supervised the de-
signing and building of t h e
decorations with assistance
from Josephus Toney, right, of
the Chemical Storage division,
and Herbert Lester, not seen.
Looking on are Capt. Robert
H. Tyer, assistant quartermas-
ter supply officer; Lt. Col.
Roscoe C. Holland, engineer
supply officer, and Col. Willis
G. Robbins, chemical supply
officer. (Army Photo)
Nashville Kappas Hear Richardson
And Honor Dr. Walker, Mr. Powell
By MABEL B. CROOKS
"We are living in a great per-
iod and each of us has a stake
in the human rights program that the South, was given the graduateis in progress," said Washington's member award. Powell, SouthernScovel Richardson here last week. California graduate and juni orThe former Lincoln 
with medical student at Meharry, re-Law School dean now withthe U.S. ceived the undergraduate citationiDepartment of Justice n Washing- for "meritorious achievement" intin, D. C., was Founders D a y leading his class for the past twobanquet speaker for Nashville's years and maintaining such schol-four Kappa Alpha Psi chapters at astic and general qualities that he
which time two local members—
Dr. H. H.! Walker and J. Ronald
Powell — were honored. C. Rod-
ger Wilson of Chicago, Ka pp a
Grand Polem arch, was present
and also spoke.
"We men of Kappa Alpha Psi,
said U. S. Parole Board Chair-
man Richardson, "must demon-
strate our ability, willingness and
courage to face up to our respon-
sibility in this great era of transi-
tion from second class citizenship
for some to first class citizenship
for all people — to live and work
with other people in an under-
standing to improve the lot of our-
selves and others. . .Kappas must
man the watchtowers and be per-
ceptive of the resulting overtones
and undertones of our present
transition."
1110 BAPPAS
The LIS ICappae gathered in
Nashville's Club Baron represent-
's:1 the Alumni, Tennessee State,
Fisk and Meharry chapters. They
sparked their celebration by hon-
oring a local graduate and under-
graduate members for outstand-
ing worthwhile contributions. Dr.
Walker, prominent Nashville phi-
sicial and surgeon and a National
Medical Association past president,
whose professional and civic acti-
vities include several "firsts' in
has won numerous scholarships
and honors at Meharry during the
past three years.
COORDLNATING COMMITTEE
Dr. Daniel T. Rolfe, Dean of
medicine at Meharry was toast
master. Dr. William L. Crump,
Kappa Journal editor, who is pub-
lic relations director at Tennessee
State, presented the citations and
Dr. V. W. Henderson of Fisk Uni-
versity faculty, introduced Attor-
ney Richardson. Tennessee State's
Alpha Theta Chapter quartet
sang. Jack 0. Leflore of Knoxville,
Provincial Polemarch; Er nest
McNeil, Tennessee State; and Phil-
ip Dennis, Meharry, were pro-
gram participants.
The coordinating committee in-
cluded Dr. Vivian W. Henderson,
chairman; Sherman Carter, Chaun-
cey Daughterty. Frank L. Davis,
Philip Dennis, Richelieu N. John-
son. Clyde M. Leathers, Elliott
Seard, James R. Smothers, and
Roosevelt Tillman.
ivic League To Hear
Rev. Morgan, Jan. 24
The Hyde Park-Hollywood Civic
loague, which is currently seeking
to raise $3000 to purchase prop-
erty for a proposed community
center, will have the Macedonia
Baptist church. Rev. L. M. Mor-
gan, as its guests at the Tuesday
night, Jan. 24 meeting.
The meeting will be at the Sum-
merfield Baptist church, begin-
ning at 11 p.m.
Funds so far raised are insuffi-
cient to make a down payment on
the property, an official stated
/Suggestions are being welcomed
I from all sources.
Installation of officers will be
held the following week, Monday
night, Jan. 30. at the Greater Mt.
Zion Baptist church, 1414 Divis.
Springdale Baptist church will
be guest of the league and the
church pastes., Rev. W. T. Grafton
will deliver the installation sermon.
The installation begins at 8 p.m.
Production of potato chips in the
U. S has become so great that it
is estimated those made in 1954
alone would fill the great Empire
State building in New York to
overflowing.
Memphian Supervises
Grand Book Exhibit
"Two thousand books — more
volumes than have ever been ex-
hibited publicly on the Peninsula"
were put on display recently at
Hampton Institute's Huntington
Children's Book Fair. The exhibi-
tion included one thousand chil-
dren's books, and the remainder,
adult books.
Mrs. Minnie R. Bowles, daugh-
ter of Mrs. E. M. Wilkins, of 571
Scott ave., here and head librarian
at Hampton Institute, was general
chairman.
After proclaiming a special day
for future Book Bazaar Days and
urging city-wide support of t h e
fair, the Mayor said, "I approve
and heartily endorse this period in
which the selection, reading and
ownership of good books will be
brought to the attention of the
public."
The fair was one of the ten
which the Children's' Book Coun-
cil is sponsoring throughout the
country. Council is composed of
children's book editors from 60
publishing houses.
PETRY SPEAKS
A number of special features ac-
companied Hampton's book fair.
Ann Petry, author of "The Street,"
delivered the opening address. She
has gained national prominence,
not only as a serious interpreter
of Harlem and Connecticut life,
but also as a successful writer
of books for juveniles. Hazel Wil-
son, children's author, reviewed
her books. Rod Young's Puppet
Parade was included among the
major events.
A special feature which contin-
• ued throughout the fair was a
contest for children and adult s,
; with books as prizes. Children
were given a picture identification
quiz; adults, a quotation quiz.
More than 1000 school children
visited the Book Bazaar on open-
ing day.
GRAND VARIETY
Among other interesting activi-
ties was the children's story hour
for preschool children and the
lower grades, held by Ruth G.
Kahn, well known children's au-
thor. Three films were shown at
the library: "Making Books," for
children and adults; "Impression-
able Years," and "Hansel a n d
Gretel." Four Hampton Institute
professors discussed "Comics and
TV" on radio; while guest auth-
ors and Hampton Institute faculty
members discussed "Books an d
Writing" on Television.
The books covered an infinite
variety of subjects for children,
with books for adults in an over-
whelmingly wide range. In all it
I was a wonderful event!
C. Wartman To Direct
Committee On Voting
The National Non-Partisan Com-
mittee for Registration and Voting
announced this week the appoint-
ment of Charles J. Wartman, exe-
cutive editor of the Michiga n
Chronicle as executive director.
Announcement of the appoint-
ment was made by Louis E. Mar-
tin and Charles H. Mahoney, co
chairmen of the twenty-two mem-
ber committee which was-organiz-
ed several months ago to farmu-
late a program to stimulate -regis-
tration for voting.
Mr. Martin, newspaper publish-
er, and Mr. Mahoney, president of
the Great Lakes Mutual Life In-
surance company, who spearhead-
ed the organization of the nation-
wide committee, announced the
three-point purpose of the organi-
zation.
1. To encourage local non-parti-
san registration campaigns in ev-
ery section of the United States.
2. To publicize the importance of
the full, free exercise of the vot-
ing franchise by all Americans.
3. To work for the removal of all
barriers to registration and voting
that are based on racial or reli-
gious prejudice.
Wartman said the program of
lthe committee will 'begin in Jan-
uary and will include activities
ranging from essay contests for
college students to dissemination
of information.to local groups who
would like to know more about
registration laws and regulations.
Headquarters for the committee
are at 268 Eliot, Detroit.
Memphis Ushers
Give $3,956
The East Memphis Ushers Union
has reported raising and donating
$3,956.25 to various churches in
1955.
President of the strong organi-
zation is F. H. Hamilton, M. L.
Cookes is reporter.
TEN TOP PERSONALITIES
Flora Nibley, Sammie Fields,
Mattie P. Bland, Will Kincaid,
Mary Bolden, Willie Mull, Vaness
Mann, Carey Becton, Gloria De-
mire, and Elbert 7arrish.
Your Reporter Says, "See You
Later Alligator, After While Croe-
locillo."
were honored by the four lo-
cal chapters of the Fraternity.
(Photo by Clanton III)
Sammy Davis, Jr. Doubts
Every man needs a wife at his people don't like it, thanI get
side, writes Sammy Davis, jr., in out of show business."
the February EBONY. However,' ALMOST DID rrdespite his observation he doubts, Sammy writes that the nearestthat if he will ever find the right he ever came to getting marriedgirl, chiefly because he is never was with Eartha Kitt back in 1953,
NEW YORK — The Esso Educa- invited to social functions unless. when they were going together
tion Foundation last week granted is expected to perform. He be-
moans the fact that he never, ed because of personality clashes.$57,500 to the United Negro col-
in San Francisco. The affair ends
lege fund to be distributed to 
its 
and 
tlsawthyeerdsa.ughters of physicians He found himself constantly trying
to catch up with Eartha profess
Sammy says that when he was sionally and often trying to think
having the hassel with the scandal of her as a human being. How.
sheet which attempted to link him; even, he believes he is a better
romantically with Ava Gardner, person for having blown the sul-
he was pressured by many show try actress.
producers to marry, if for no Sammy doubts that Earths wiii
marry within the next five years,
and even should she marry, he
doubts if she'll ever fall complete.
ly in love with the man. Sammy
do this to any girl" he writes. ends his article on a wishful note.
One thing he is definite about He writes: "I don't have a wife,
in the EBONY article is that but I'd love to have one."
should he ever marry a white girl, 
he will be so well fixed financially There is no real lead in the so-
• • that he can say, "If tha Negro called lead pencil.
SCOVEL RICHARDSON (cen-
ter) Chairman of the U. S.
Parole Board, who spoke at the
Kappa Alpha Psi Founders
Banquet in Nashville last week,
is shown congratulating Kap-
pas Dr. H. H. Walker, left,
and J. Ronald Powell w h o
Esso Grants$57,500 To
 He'll Find Right Girl
I
CollegeFund
31 institutions.
The grant was included in a
$1,067,900 contribution the founda-
tion made to 226 colleges in the
nation. The exact amount given
to each school was not disclosed.
Some of the grants were re-
stricted while others were unre-
stricted. Stone 10 institutions in-
cluding the University of Chicago,
received a total of 999,900 for re-
search projects in the physical
sciences.
The Esso foundation was organ-
ized by Standard Oil company
(New Jersey) on Oct 4 1955
other reason than for appearance
sake.
"I wouldn't prostitute myself to
doing such a thing, nor would I
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